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Isotropic Manifolds of Indefinite Metric1)
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0. Introduction

In an earlier paper [17] we studied the pseudo-RiEMAiorian manifolds of

constant sectional curvature and classified the complète homogeneous ones

except in the flat case; this paper is a more thorough study of a larger class of

manifolds.
A pseudo-RiEMANNian (indefinite metric) manifold is (locally) isotropic if,

given two nonzero tangentvectors of the same &quot;length&quot; at the same point,
there is a (local) isometry carrying one vector to the other. The local version
of this property is automatie in the case of constant curvature. Chapter I

begins with the study of certain isotropic spaces, called model spaces, which

are flat or are indefinite metric analogs of the real, complex and quaternionic
elliptic and hyperbolic spaces and of the Cayley elliptic and hyperbolic
planes. In § 4 it is shown that every locally isotropic manifold is locally iso-
metric to a model space; an interesting conséquence, extending a resuit of

S.Helgason ([8], § 4) in the Lobentz case, is that the manifold must be of

constant curvature if either the number of négative squares in the metric, or

the number of positive squares in the metric, is odd. This local isometry
extends to a metric covering in the case of complète manifolds (§ 5); as

conséquences we obtain a global classification of the complète locally iso¬

tropic manifolds of nonconstant curvature in about half the signatures of

metric (§ 6), and we obtain a global classification of the isotropic mani¬
folds (§ 7).

Chapter II is devoted to homogeneous locally isotropic manifolds. Using
the techniques of [17] (§ 8), the complète ones are classified (§ 9). In § 12 it is

shown that every isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold of strictly indefinite
metric contains an (necessarily locally isotropic) open submanifold which is

homogeneous but not complète. This is surprising in view of the RiEMANNian

case where homogeneity implies completeness. It shows that one must add

the hypothesis of completeness to Theorem 12 of [17] and Theorems 1 and 2

of [19].
I am indebted to Professor Jacques Tits for a conversation on the indefinite

Cayley plane. Professor Tits informs me that he has an unpublished class¬

ification of the isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds obtained by means
of a classification of subalgebras § of small codimension in a simple Lie al-
gebra ©.

Note. It is possible to omit reading §§ 1.3.3-1.3.5, § 2.9, §§ 3.3-3.4
and § 10 while reading the rest of this paper. The main results are stated at

the beginnings of §§ 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 12.
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1. Préliminaires on pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds, Lie groups
and curvature

1.1. Pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds. A pseudo-RiBMANNian manifold is a

pair MJ (M, Q) where M is an w-dimensional differentiable manifold, Q

is a dififerentiable field of real nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms Qm on the
h n

tangentspaces Mx of M, and each Qx has signature E x* -f- E z*. We often
1 h+l

say Mjj when M is intended, and then the pseudo-RiEMANNian metric Q is

understood. Given XeM^, we usually write ||X||2 for QX(X,X). The

Levi-Civita connection is the unique torsionfree linear connection on the

tangentbundle of M\ such that parallel translation is a linear isometry (pré¬
serves the inner products Qx) on tangentspaces; JfJJ is complète if this connection
is complète, Le., if every géodésie can be extended to arbitrary values of the
affine parameter.

An isometry of pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds is a diffeomorphism / : M J-^JVJ

which induces linear isometries on tangentspaces. The collection of ail iso-
metries of M\ (onto itself) forms a Lie group 1(M%) called the full group of

isometries of M\\ its identity component \{Mr£) is the connectée group of

isometries. Given x c M\, we consider the collection of ail local maps which
are each an isometry (in induced pseudo-RiEMANNian structure) of an open
neighborhood of x onto another open neighborhood and which leave x fixed,
where two of thèse local maps are identified if they agrée on a neighborhood
of x ; this collection of germs of maps forms a Lie group which is faithfully
represented on the tangentspace (Ml)x, and is called the group of local iso¬

metries at x ; its Lie algebra is the subalgebra consisting of éléments which
vanish at x in the Lie algebra of germs of Killing vectorfields at x.

M\ is homogeneous if I(ifef^) is transitive on its points; Jf£ is locally homo-

geneous if, given x and y in M£, there is an isometry of a neighborhood of x

onto a neighborhood of y which carries x to y. M £ is symmetric (resp. locally
symmetric) if, given x MJ, there is an sx I (-MJ) (resp. local isometry sx at x)

of order 2 and with x as isolated fixed point; sx is then the symmetry (resp.
local symmetry) at x. M\ is isotropic (resp. locally isotropic) if, given x c JfJ
and nonzero tangentvectors X, F at x with ||X||2 || Y||2, there exists
g cl(JfJ) leaving x fixed (resp. a local isometry g at x) such that g%X Y.

If M\ is connected and either isotropic or symmetric, then it is both homo¬

geneous and complète. For homogeneity one connects any two points x and y

by a broken géodésie arc, chooses isometries fixing the midpoints (in affine

parameter) and reversing the tangentvector there for each of the géodésie

segments, and notes that the successive product of thèse isometries sends x
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to y. For completeness, one extends a géodésie via its image under any iso-
metry which fixes a point of the géodésie and reverses the tangentvector there.
Ck&gt;mbining thèse two arguments and applying the Heoe-Borel Theorem,
one ean also see : If MJ is eonnected and is either locally isotropie or locally
symmetric, then MJ is locally homogeneous. In fact we will soon see that
MJ must be (loeally) symmetric if it is (locally) isotropic.

A fseudo-RiEMANNian covering is a covering n : N% -&gt; M\ of eonnected

pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds where n is locally an isometry. Then each deck

transformation (homeomorphism d : N% -» N% such that n d n) is an

isometry of JVJ. If one of N% and JfJ is locally homogeneous (resp. locally
symmetric, resp. locally isotropic, resp. complète) then n carries the same

property over to the other. If M\ is homogeneous (resp. symmetric, resp. iso¬

tropic), then we can lift each isometry and N% has the same property. But
thèse global properties usually do not descend.

1. 2. Reductive groups. We assume familiarity with Lie groups. If G is a

Lie group, then Go dénotes the identity component, © dénotes the Lie algebra,
ad and Ad dénote the adjoint représentations of Go and © on ©, and exp is the

exponential map © -&gt; Go. The following conditions are équivalent, and G and

© are called reductive if one of them is satisfied: (1) ad (Go) is fully reducible
on ©, (2) Ad(©) is fully reducible on ©, (3) © ©&apos; © 31 where 31 is the

center and ©&apos; is a semisimple idéal (the semisimple part), (4) © has a faithful
fully reducible linear représentation, (5) © has a nondegenerate real symmetric
ad (GQ)-invariant bilinear form which is the trace form of a faithful linear

représentation. If H is a closed subgroup of G, it is called reductive in G if
&amp;dG(H) is fully reducible on ©; § is reductive in © if Ho is reductive in G;

an élément g e G is semisimple if ad (g) is fully reducible.
The following well-known fact is immédiate from Schur&apos;s Lemma because G

is reductive; we will use it often.

1, 2.1. Lemma. Let G be an irreducible closed eonnected group of linear
transformations of a real vectorspace V, let Z be the center of G, and let G&apos;

be the derived group of G. Then (a) G is semisimple, or (b) G G&apos; Z where

Z is a circle group which gives a complex structure to F, or (c) G G&apos; Z

where either Z consists of ail nonzero real scalar transformations, or Z is gêner-
ated by a circle group and the nonzero real scalars; case (c) does not occur if V

has a nondegenerate G-invariant bilinear form.
A Cartan involution of a semisimple Lie algebra © is an involutive auto-

morphism of © whose fixed point set is the Lie algebra of a maximal compact
subgroup of the adjoint group of © ; any two are conjugate by inner auto-
morphisms of ©. We will sometimes say Cartan involution for an involutive
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automorphism of a reductive Lie algebra which induces a Cartan involution
on the semisimple part. If £&gt; is an algebraic reductive subalgebra of a linear

semisimple Lie algebra ©, then it follows (see [4]) from G.D.Mostow&apos;s treat-
ment of the case of semisimple § [14] that there is a Cartan involution of

© which préserves £) and induces a Cabtan involution of §.

1. 3. Curvature. Let ifj be a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold. If 8 is a

2-dimensional subspace of a tangentspace (M%)x on which Qx is nondegenerate
(nonsingular subspace), and if £71 is the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita
connection, and is viewed as a transformation, then the sectional curvature
of M\ along S is given by

_ Qt{X,X)-Qmpr,T)-Qm(X,T)*-
M% has constant curvature k (at x) if K (S) Je for every nonsingular tangent
2-plane 8 to M £ (at x). If the group of local isometries at x contains the identity
component 80h (n) of the orthogonal group of Qx, then M% is easily seen to

hâve constant curvature at x. This is particularly useful when M £ is connected
and n &gt; 3, for then F.Schttr&apos;s Theorem says that M\ has constant curvature
if it has constant curvature at every point. M\ is called flat if it has constant
curvature zéro. Finally, M\ is locally symmetric if K (S) does not change as 8

undergoes parallel translation, i.e., if 5? is parallel.
Part 2 of the following resuit generalizes the theorem on sign of curvature

of a RiEMANNian symmetric space.

1.3.1. Theorem. Let M G/H where H is a closed subgroup of a semisimple
Lie group G such that § is invariant under a Cart an involution a of ©.
Let B be an ad (G)-invariant a-invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear
form on © ; B Eat Bt where the B% are the Killing forms of the simple
ideals of © ; suppose that each at &gt; 0. Then B is nondegenerate on § and :

1. Let 501 §&gt;L (J_ relative to B). Then © § + 501 is an Sid(H)-stable
astable vectorspace direct sum, S01 is naturally identified with a tangentspace of

M, and B induces a nondegenerate dbd(H)-invariant bilinear form on $01 which

defines a G-invariant pseudo-RiEMANNian metric Q on M.
2. Let S be a a-invariant 2-dimensional linear subspace of 501. Then S

is nonsingular for B, so the sectional curvature K(S) of (M,Q) along 8 is

defined, and K(8) &lt; 0.

3. The sectional curvatures of (M, Q) are bounded from above and below, if
and only if (M, Q) has every sectional curvature non-positive.

4. // 501 has a nonsingular 2-dimensional subspace S with orthonormal
basis {X, Y} and an élément Z _L S with [X, Z] 0 and \\ Y\\2 ||Z||2 &lt; 0,

then (M, Q) has a positive sectional curvature.
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Remark 1. If we had stipulated a4 &lt; 0, then ail signs of curvature would
be reversed. If M is symmetric as a coset space, so § is the fixed point set of

an involutive automorphism r of ©, then § is reductive because © and r are

semisimple, and § is algebraic as defined by r, so it is automatic that § is

invariant under a Cartan involution of ©.

Remark 2. Parts 2 and 4 lead us to

Définition. In the notation of Theorem 1.3.1 a 2-plane in S01 is involutive
if it is invariant under a Cartan involution of © which préserves §, and the

involutive sectional curvatures of (M,Q) are the sectional curvatures along
involutive 2-planes.

Now the sign of involutive seetional curvature is constant for many mani-
folds, but it is unusual for the sign of sectional curvature to be constant. In

fact, from Theorems 2.9 and 4.1 it will follow that a connected locally iso-
tropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold M\ has sectional curvatures of one sign,
if and only if either h 0 or h n (definite metric), or M\ is of constant
sectional curvature.

1. 3. 2. Proof. © ©+ + ©_ where a is +1 on ©+ and 1 on ©_ and

where B is négative definite on ©+ and positive definite on ©_. a (§) &lt;?)

implies § (&lt;r&gt; f| ©+) + (S PI ©-), so 2? is nondegenerate on §. Now the

first statement is obvious. Accordmg to Nomiztj [15] the ad((?)-invariance
of B implies that the curvature tensor 17? of (M, Q) is given by

where X, Y, Z e SOI and subscripts dénote jB-orthogonal projections. For
X Z the second term drops out and the first is minus half the third. If X
and Y span a nonsingular plane $ and if B(X, Y) 0, then it follows that
||Z||2 9*0 #|| Y||2 and that

\\X\\*-\\Y\\*-K(S)= -B(&amp;{X, Y)X, Y)

i B([[X, Y]m, X]m, Y) + B([[X, Y]&amp;, X]m, Y)

i B([[X, Yjn, X],Y) + B([[X, F]s, X], Y)

i B([X, Y]w, [X, Y]) + B([X, Y]^,[X, Y])

i B([X, Y]^, [X, Y]m) + B([X, F]s, [X,

Now let Z [X, Y]. We hâve just seen that

| Y\\*-K(S)

Suppose further that a(8) 8. We may then choose the basis {X, F} of 8

such that a(X) otX and a( Y) p Y where a ± 1 and (t ± 1; in

addition we may assume ||X||2 and || Y\\2 to hâve absolute value 1, and we
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may continue to assume B(X, Y) 0. Then ||X||2 - oc, \\ Y\\* - p

and o(Z)=ocpZ. If ocp=l, then H^lf^O and ||Zô||2&lt;0, and it

foUows that K(8)&lt;0. If a/?=-l then HZ^H2 &gt;0 and ||Zô||2&gt;0,
and it foliows that K(8) &lt; 0. The second statement is now proved.

1* 3. 3. Suppose that the sectional curvatures of (M, Q) are bounded from
above and below, and let 8 be a nonsingular 2-plane in 501. We must prove

Given Z $01, we write Z Z+ + Z_ where a(Z+) Z+ and a(ZJ)
Z_, and we write Zt Z+ + £Z_ for every real number t. Suppose that

8 has a basis {X, Y} such that X\_ Ye for every t and {X, YJ spans a 2-plane
#t. We then define

Dt B{X,X)- B(7t,Yt) -

4- &lt;(terms which vanish if a(X) ± -X) ^o + ^M + ^v

and hâve K(St) iVJD^ if D^ ^ 0.

If a(8) S, we hâve seen that if (S) &lt; 0. Now suppose a (S) ^8.
If a(8) rs S ^ 0, then we hâve 0 =£ Z /S with a(X) ± Z. Suppose first
that (7(X) X. Then 5 has basis {Z, 7} with X ± Y+ and F^O^F.-,
and each ^^ is a plane. De Do + ^6 with Do &gt; 0 and 6 &lt; 0, so Z)t has

precisely two zéros, Da D_a 0, a&gt;0. iVt i\ro + ^^ with NQ &lt; 0

because if (50) &lt; 0, and with u &gt; 0. JVt must vanish if Dt 0 by bounded-
ness of K(S8) for s near £. If JV^ is identically zéro, then K (S) 0. Other-
wise Nt changes sign with Dt and K (8) &lt; 0. A similar argument holds if

a(X) - X.
Now suppose a(8) ^ 8 0, and choose a basis {X, Y} ofSwith ||Z||2^:0

and II y+. Suppose first that ||Z||2 &gt; 0, and let T be the span of X and

F__. We do not generally hâve X ± Yt, so Dt is of the form Dt Do +
+ £a + ^6. i&gt;« has two zéros for 80 is positive definite, and, for |^| large,
8t is indefinite because || Yt\\2 &lt; 0. We may assume Nt not identically zéro;
then Nt No -{- tv -\- t2u has at most two zéros, and boundedness of the

defined K(8t) shows that a zéro of Dt is a zéro of Nt. Now we hâve Dt

r(t x) (t y) and Nt s(t x) (t y) because the zéros x and y

of Dt are distinct, and K(St) JV^/D^ s/r when Dt ^ 0. As K(SQ) &lt; 0

by the last paragraph, it follows that K(S) &lt; 0. The necessity in the third
statement is proved.

1.3.4. Suppose that (M,Q) has every sectional curvature non-positive;
we must prove the sectional curvatures bounded. If the sectional curvatures
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of (M ,Q) are not bounded, then thereis a séquence {PJ intheGRASSMANNmani-
fold L of nonsingular 2-planes oi some signature in9K, such that {if (P^)}-* oo.
We may assume {PJ -&gt; S for some necessarily singular 2-plane S in 9JÎ

because the Grassmaï manifold of ail 2-planes in 30? is compact.
Suppose first that S is not totally isotropic. Then S has a basis {X, Y} such

that either {X+, Y+} or {X_, Y_} is an orthonormal basis of a plane, and

|| X ||2 ^0. We may assume {X+, Y+} orthonormal, and we hâve St,

Dt DQ + ta + fib with Do # 0, and Nt N0 + tv + Pu, as in § 1.3.3,
with K(St) NtjDt whenever Dt ^ 0. Dt changes sign at t 1, and

each Pt has an élément Zt with 11Zt\\2 \\X112; this gives a séquence {£t}-&gt; 1

such that (Si St% e L) {K(St)} -&gt; cx&gt;, by choice of S. In particular Nt is

not constant. Our hypothesis on sign of curvature implies that Nt and Dt

change sign simultaneously. If Dt is linear, it follows that Nt is linear and both

are constant multiples of t 1; then K(St) is constant, which is impossible.
If Dt is not linear, then its zéros are distinct because it changes sign at t 1,

and again K(St) is constant. This is a contradiction.
Now suppose S totally isotropic; then S has basis {X, Y} such that both

{X+, F+} and {X__, Y_} are orthonormal. Let Q8t be the plane spanned

byX, and Yt.

2)M B(X99 X8) B{ Ft, Yt) - B(X8, Ytf (« - 1) (fi - 1)

and the corresponding N8tt is quadratic in s and quadratic in t. For fixed
t ¥^ db 19 D8,t changes sign as s crosses ± 1 ; thus the same is true of NStt

and so s2 ~ 1 divides N8j. Similarly t2 1 divides N8tt9 and it follows
that K(Q8t) is constant for \s\ ^ 1 ^ |^|. That is impossible because L

contains a séquence of Q81 converging to S. As before, this contradicts con-
stancyofthe K(Q8t).

The third statement is proven.

1. 3. 5. Let X, Y, Z 9K be mutually orthogonal such that plane S span¬
ned by X and Y has K(8) ^0, [X, Z] 0 and || Y||2 ||Z||2 &lt; 0. Then

the plane Tt spanned by X and Y + tZ is nonsingular for large t, and the

formula for curvature then gives

H Y + tZ\\*- K(Tt)

because Y + tZ) _[_ X and [Z, F + tZ] [Z, F]. For large

so K(Tt) has sign opposite that of i?($). Thus one of them must be positive.
This complètes the proof of Theorem 1.3.1. Q. E. D.
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Chapter I

Locally and Olobally Isotropic Pseudo-RiEMANNian Manifolds

This Chapter develops the basic theory of isotropic pseudo-RiEMANirian
manifolds. Important examples are deseribed in § 2. In § 4 the local structure
of locally isotropic manifolds is deseribed in terms of thèse examples, and § 5

shows that thèse examples act as metric covering spaces for complète locally
isotropic manifolds. § 6 extends that covering theorem to a partial classification,
and § 7 gives the global classification of isotropic pseudo-RiEMANïrian mani¬
folds.

2. The model spaces

We shall describe spaces analogous to the isotropic RiEMANNian manifolds.
Our later analyses of isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds will dépend on

comparison with the spaces deseribed below. The spaces RJ deseribed below

are fiât complète connected simply connected isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian
manifolds in an obvious way ([17], § 3).

2.1. Indefinite unitary groups over division algebras. Let F be a real division
algebra R (real), C (complex) or K (quaternion). There is a natural conjugation
x -&gt; x of F over R ; this defines the multiplicative group F&apos; of unmodular
(xx 1) éléments of F, and defines the notion of hermitian form on an F-
vectorspace. Given integers 0 &lt; h &lt; n, F£ will dénote the right F-vector-
space of w-tuples together with the hermitian form

b(K,..., xn), (yi,...,yj)
The &quot;indefinite unitary&quot; group over F, XJh(n, F), is defined to be the group of

automorphisms of FJ. The usual notation for indefinite unitary groups over
F is:

Uh(n, R) 0h(n), indefinite orthogonal group

\]h(n, C) \Jh(n), indefinite unitary group

J]h{n, K) Sp^(w), indefinite symplectic group

If h 0 or h n, one omits writing it. Finally, SO^(w) is defined to be the

identity component of 0h(n), and 8XJh{n) consists of the éléments of \]h(n)
of déterminant 1.

2.2. Indefinite Grassmann manifolds over division algebras. If h1 &lt; h and
nf h&apos; &lt;n h then there is an inclusion FJ&apos; c FJ consistent with the
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hermitian forms; it is unique up to action of an élément of TJh(n, F), Le.,
XJh(n, F) acts transitively on the collection of ail subspaces F£&apos;, of FJJ. The

subgroup of Vh(n,F) leaving invariant a particular F]J&apos;, is isomorphic to

\Jh-hf(n _ n&apos;^ F)xUft&apos;(n&apos;, F). Thus we may view the collection of ail F£ in

FJJ as the coset space

Gv.M&apos;.nCF) U*(n, F)/{U*-*&apos;(n - n&apos;, F)xU*&apos;« F)} (2.2.1)

®A&apos;,A;n&apos;,n(F) is the quotient of a Lie group by a closed subgroup, and thus
carries the structure of a diflferentiable manifold; it has dimension f(n n&apos;)n&apos;

where / is the dimension of F over R.

For the moment we write (2.2.1) above as M G/H, where H is the

isotropy group at p e M. Then H has an élément s, defined to be the identity
/ on p and - / on f1, such that s2 I (on FJ) and H is the full centralizer
of 8 in In other words, M is a symmetric coset space and Lie algebras
satisfy © &lt;?) + ^P where § is the eigenspace of + 1 for ad (s) and S$ is the

eigenspace of 1 ; § ty^- hère with respect to the Killing form B of ©,
and B is nondegenerate on ^J. The restriction of B to S$ thus endows M
with a (r-invariant pseudo-RiEMANîrian structure. This structure has signature
(a, b) where n&quot; n - n!, h&quot; A - *&apos;, a /(fc&apos;fn* - A&quot;) + A;V - h&apos;))

and 6 /(A;h&quot; + (w&apos; A&apos;) {n&quot; F)) f(n n&apos;)n&apos; ; it has non-negative
involutive sectional curvature. If we use B, rather than -B, to endow M
with a metric, then the rôles of a and b are interchanged and we obtain a

pseudo-RiEMANNian structure of non-positive involutive sectional curvature.
M is always viewed with one of thèse structures, and is called an indefinite
Grassmann manifold over F.

2. 3. The indefinite elliptic space PJ(F) is defined to be the Grassmann
manifold of ail Fj in FJJ+1 with the metric of non-negative involutive sec¬

tional curvature; it has dimension fn and signature (fh, f(n h)) ; if h 0

it is the ordinary elliptic space over F, and if h n it is the usual hyperbolic
space, with metric reversed, over F. An obvious modification of the coset

représentation (2.2.1) yields

gO»(n + l)/0*(n) (2.3.1)

PJ(CJ) 8Vh(n + l)/Vh(n) (2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

In the représentation P£(F) GjH immediately above, we still hâve the

décomposition © § + *P, and the négative of the KiLLma form of ©

gives ^3 the structure of FJ. The transformations of S$ generated by ad(-ff)
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are easily seen to be precisely the group generated by Vh (n, F) together with
the scalar multiplications by éléments of F;. In particular, PJJ (F) is an iso¬

tropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold Mfy, the pseudo-RiEMANNian analog
of the elliptic space F1 (F).

PJJ(F) is complète because it is globally symmetric. If P^R, it is simply
connected, as is seen by its représentation (2.3.2) or (2.3.3) as coset space
of a simply connected group by a closed connected subgroup. PJ(R) is the

manifold S/J/{± /} of [17] with universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering mani¬
fold SA described in ([17], § 4.4 and § 11.2).

2. 4. The indeîinite hyperbolic space H£(F) is the Grassmann manifold
of ail Fj in F£t| with the metric of non-positive involutive sectional cur-
vature; one obtains it by replacing the metric with its négative on P£_A(F).
Thus we hâve

HJ(JS) SO*+1(n + 1)/O*(n) (2.4.1)

HJ(C) SU*+1(n + 1)/U*(n) (2.4.2)

HJ(K) Sp*+M» + l)/{Sp*(n)xSp(l)} (2.4.3)

from the obvious Uf (*, F) U*-f(«, F).
As with elliptic spaces, HJJ(F) is a complète globally symmetric isotropic

pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold Mfy, which is the hyperbolic space over F in

case h 0; it is simply connected if F ^ R, and HJJ(R) is the manifold

HÎ/{±7} of [17].

2. 6. Notation for some Lie groups. The compact simply connected Lie

group of Cabtan classification type X will be denoted X ; thus An SU(n+1),
Hn(n&gt; 1) is the universal covering group Spin(2w +1) of 80 (2n + 1),

Cn Sp(w), Dn Spin(2n) for n &gt; 1, and G2 is ^he group of sutomorphisms
of the Cayley-Dickson algebra Cay. In gênerai, the Clifford algebra con¬

struction gives a double covering group Spin^(w) of SO^(ti). Finally, F* will
dénote the connected Lie group of type jP4 whose maximal compact subgroup
is B4. F* is centerless and simply connected.

2. 6. The indefinite Cayley planes Pi (Cay) and Hj(Cay). Recall that the

isotropic RiEMANNian manifolds are the EucuDean spaces, the sphères, the

elliptic and hyperbolic spaces over a field F, and the manifolds F4/B4 and

F*/B4 in invariant RiEMANNian metric. The latter two, the Cayley elliptic
and hyperbolic planes, hâve indefinite metric analogs; furthermore, each ob-
viously gives a négative definite pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold on reversai of
its metric.

Let a and r be the automorphisms of F4 defined by or ad (5) and t ad (t)
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where s c B4 c F4 is the unique central élément of order 2 in B4, and where

t F4 is the élément of B4 with image I
~~ 8

I in SO (9). There is a direct

sum vectorspace décomposition 2f4 934 + 501 where 5î4 is the eigenspace of

+ 1 for a and 501 is the eigenspace of 1, and g* 234 + V 1 50Ï. As

ax Ta, we also hâve 234 .^ -f ^ and 501 §2 + ^2 where ^ is the

eigenspace of + 1 for r and ^3t is the eigenspace of 1 ; 3f4 234 + 501&apos;

is the Lie algebra defined by %l &amp; + V^l % and 50T $2 + V^HÏ %
and or induces an automorphism of Qf4 for which 2?4 is the eigenspace of + 1

and 501&apos; is the eigenspace of 1. Similarly, applying r to the décomposition
of 5*, we obtain a Lie algebra 3f4 934 + V/-- 1 501&apos;. To simplify the above,

we first observe that 5B4 Sptn1(9) from S84 Sptn(9) and the définition
of t. Let 0f and G&quot; be the adjoint groups of g4 and 51» and let jff; and jff&quot;

be the corresponding analytic subgroups for 334. (?&apos; and G&quot; are real forms
of F4, and are noncompact because Jï&apos; and £T&quot; are not compact. H1 and jH7&apos;

each has maximal compact subgroup of type Z)4 ; thus the maximal compact
subgroups of G&apos; and G&quot; hâve dimensions &gt; 28 ; it follows that Gr G&quot; F*

and 54 g4 5*. Now it is clear that we hâve only: 8f4 S4 + 501,

g* 934 + SOI* and g* »; + 501&apos; where 501* V^l 501, 501&apos; is given
above, and 58^ Spin1(9).

The décompositions above yield symmetric coset spaces F4/B4, F*/B4 and

F4/Spin1(9). With Kjlling form for invariant metric, we obtain spaces of

non-positive involutive curvature with metrics respectively of signature (16,0),

(0,16), (8,8); the statement about (8,8) cornes from the équivalence of 501&apos; and

\/ 1 501&apos;, which cornes from the équivalence of F4 and F4 above.

The Cayley elliptic planes are the following symmetric coset spaces with
pseudo-RiEMANNian structure of non-negative involutive sectional curvature
induced by the négative of the Kjlling form :

p2(cay) F4/Spin(9), positive definite Cayley elliptic plane. (2.6.1)

pj (Cay) Fj/Spin1 (9), indefinite Cayley elliptic plane. (2.6.2)

F*/Spin(9), négative definite Cayley elliptic plane. (2.6.3)

The Cayley hyperboHc planes are obtained the same way, with non-
positive involutive sectional curvature from the Kilung form:

Hq(Cay) F*/Spin(9), positive definite Cayley hyperbolic plane. (2.6.4)

Hf(Cay) F4/Spîn1(9), indefinite Cayley hyperbolic plane. (2.6.5)

F4/Spîn(9), négative definite Cayley hyperbolic plane. (2.6.6)
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P|(Cay) and H|(Cay) are complète because they are globally symmetrie;
each is a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold Ml\ and it is known from the theory
of RiEMANNian symmetric spaces that they are isotropic for h =£ 1. We will
now prove that Pf(Cay) is isotropic; isotropy then foliows for EÇ(Cay). To

do this, we must show for every real number y that Spin1(9) is transitive on
the nonzero vectors of square norm y in 9JT Rj6.

Let abea Cartan involution of g* which préserves Sptît1^) ;
2R&apos; 2t -f- 93

under a where 21 is positive definite and 58 is négative definite. Spin(8), the

subgroup of Spin1(9) which préserves this décomposition, maximal compact
subgroup of Spin1(9), acts by u: a + b -&gt; f(u) (a) -f- f(t(u)) (b) where
/ : Spin (8)-&gt; SO (8) is the projection and t is triality. If a ^ 0 =£ b, it follows that
the isotropy subgroup of Spin(8) at a -f b lies in the fixed point set G2 of t.

Given * &gt;0 &gt; £ let £a {a &lt;¦% : ||a||2 a] and Sp {b cSB: ||6||2 fi};
it follows by counting dimensions that Spin (8) is transitive on 8a X Sp and

62 is its isotropy subgroup2). Finally, let {gt} be a 1-parameter group in

Spin1 (9) such that a(gt) gjl. As each gt is a semisimple linear transfor¬
mation of 9Jt&apos; with ail eigenvalues real, and each gt préserves the inner product
on 3R&apos; R|6, we can replace the parameter by a multiple and find r c 21

and 5c33 such that ||r||2 1 - ||s||2, gt(r) cosh(*)r + sinh(0«, and

gt(s) sinh(£)r + cosh(^)«.
Let xeW, x #0, ||a;||2 y; x a + b with a e 21 and 6 93; ||a||2 &lt;%

and 11b \|2 p. Applying an élément of Spin(8), we may assume

a Va r and b &quot;V (îs

xt i i i i. d2 j a.
/cosh (t) sinh (^)\

Now a close look at K: and matrices I
&apos; ;;| shows :

1 \smh(^) cosh(^)/

(1) If y &gt;0, thensome gt carries x to

(2) If y 0, thensome gt carries x to r + 8.

(3) If y &lt;0, thensome gt carries a; to V^ys.
This complètes the proof that P^(Cay) is isotropic.

We hâve proved that each of the Cayley planes is an isotropic pseudo-
RiEMAKNian manifold. Observe also that each Cayley plane is complète, sym¬
metric, and simply connected.

2. 7. Cartan&apos;s technique for the full group of isometries of a RiEMANNian

symmetric space can be extended to indefinite metric. We will make that
extension now, and then calculate the full group of isometries for each of our
model spaces in § 2.8.

a) I am indebted to Professor Jacques Tits for bringing to my attention this fact that Spin (8)
is transitive on S7 x S7,

3 CMH vol. 39
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Let M £ be an irredueible complète conneeted simply connected pseudo-
RiEMANNian symmetric manifold, let s be the symmetry at x c M\ ; let G

1$ (M\) and Gr I (Jf JJ), and let £T and H&apos; be their respective isotropy
subgroups at x. The problem is to find G&apos; and H &apos; from G, 1/ and s. G&apos; G- Hr

because M\ is connected, so it suffices to find H1 ; knowing the subgroup
H&quot; H^s-H of H&apos;, then, it suffices to find {kt 1, jfc2,...} c JET such that
£P is the disjoint union of the JctH&quot;. The whole point is that the foliowing gives

enough information about the k% so that, in any particular case, one can find them :

Theorem. Bach kt, i &gt; 1, induces an outer automorphism of H which is

induced by an automorphism of G. The automorphisms of H induced by kt

and kj differ by an inner automorphism of H, if and only if kt kj.
Let a ad (s) ; then © § + 2R where § is the a-eigenspace of + 1

and 9K is the eigenspace of 1. As M\ is irredueible, i.e., as ad(iï) is irre¬
dueible on S01, the centralizer of ad(Jï) in the algebra of linear endomorphisms
of $01 is a real division algebra F (by Schtjr&apos;s Lemma). Now identify H, H&quot; and

H1 with the linear groups they induce on SOI. I claim that we need only prove
F&apos; c H&quot;. For then if k&apos; eHf induces an inner automorphism of H, so k&apos;kcF

for some k c H, we hâve k&apos;keW because (since it préserves the metric)
det. (k&apos;k) ± 1, whence k&apos;kcH&quot; and so kr H&quot;

; the theorem would follow.
The fact that F&apos; c H&quot; is obvious if F R (in which case 1 c H is 1 F&apos;

and s H&quot; is 1 c F&apos;) ; if F ^ R it is a conséquence of :

Lemma. (1) F= R if and only if H is semisimple. (2) F ^K. (3) Thèse

are équivalent: (a) the center of H is a circle group, (b) H is not semisimple,
(c) Ml has a G-invariant indefinite metric Kâhler structure which induces the

original pseudo-RiEMANNian structure, (d) F C.

Remark. This is the indefinite-metric version of ([20], Lemma 2.4.3), which
is essentially due to Cartan [5, 6] with part of the proof taken from Cartan
[5] and Borel [3].

Proof of Lemma. Let Z be the center of H ; then 2cF&apos; because ZcF and

det. z ± 1 for every z e Z. Thus F ^ C implies that Z is finite. H is reductive
because it is an irredueible linear group. It foliows that H is semisimple if F ^ C.

Suppose that F ^ R, i.e., that F&apos; has an élément J with J2 I. Then

we hâve real subalgebras fi §c + (/ + ]/^~ï J) 2R and fi &lt;r&gt;° +

+ (/ ]/ 1 J) 501 of the complexified algebra (5e which are complex con-
jugate over ©, which span ©° over R, and which hâve intersection §c. As H

is connected (because M\ is simply connected), this is A.Frolicher&apos;s criterion

([7], § 20) that J define a G-mvariant complex structure on M \ G/H. From

our pseudo-RiEMANNian metric we now hâve a G-invariant indefinite hermitian
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metric on M\ ; the complex structure is parallel because H contains the holon-

omy group, so the indefinite hermitian metrie is KlHLEBian.
Continue to assume F^R. Let T be a maximal compact subgroup of H,

so T&quot; T ^ s T is maximal compact in H&quot;
; extend T to a maximal compact

subgroup 8 of G, so S&quot; S ^&gt; s &apos; 8 is maximal compact in (¦?&quot; G ^ s G

The group G is semisimple ([15], p. 56), because M\ is not flat as a conséquence
of F^R. Thus ©&quot; has a Cabtan involution r which induces a Cartan
involution of §&quot;, and we may assume x trivial on 8&quot; and T&quot;. In particular,
r commutes with a ad (s) and préserves the summands in © § + 501.

The transformation £ of 501 induced by r normalizes the linear group H, so

tfF&apos;Ê&quot;1 F&apos;. If F K, then £ centralizes F because F&apos; has no outer auto-
morphism and its élément of order 2 is central. If F C and t does not
centralize F, then tff1 / for every / e F. Now let £&gt; £&gt;+ + S- and
501 2R+ -\- 9Jî_ where subscripts dénote the eigenspace of + 1 or 1 for

r, andwedefine §* §+ + j/^1 £__, 501* 2Ft+ + V^~l 50t. and©*
§* -j- 501*. If G* is the adjoint group of ©* and H* is the analytic sub¬

group for §*, then G*/jff* is a RiEMAisrcsrian symmetric space. If £ centralizes
F, then J préserves both 50l+ and 50L, and thus induces a transformation J*
of square / on 501* which commutes with the irreducible linear group
#*(= ad(iï*)) on 501*. Otherwise, J interchanges 50t+ and 50L. Then J

induces a transformation J&apos; of 501* by J&apos; (X) V~^\ J(X) if X 50t+ or if

X ]/ 1 50Î_. J1 centralizes H* and has square +1. This is impossible
because jBT* is irreducible on 501*. Thus J préserves both 50l+ and 50L, and

induces J*. It follows, as with J on GjH, that J* induces a (?*-invariant
Kâhler metric on the compact RiEMANNian symmetric space (?*/Jï*. Now
the cohomology group H2((?*/iï* ; R) =£ 0 so the homotopy group tt2(£?*/#*)
is infinité, and the homotopy séquence

0 n%(Q*)-&gt;n%{G*IH*)-+Ti1{H*)-+n1(G*) finite

shows that nx (H*) is infinité. Thus JET*, and consequently H, is not semisimple.
We hâve proven that H is not semisimple when F^R, and that M\ has

a (?-invariant indefinite metric Kahler structure then which induces its orig¬
inal pseudo-RiEMANNian structure. As H is reductive, it also follows that the

center Z of H is infinité; as Z c F&apos;, it follows that F C. The Lemma now
follows, and the Theorem is proved. Q. E. D.

2. 8. Enumeration of the full groups of isometries of the model spaces.
It is known ([17], § 3) and easily seen that the full group of isometries

is the semidirect product 0h (n) B&gt;n acting by

(A, a) : se -&gt; A (x) + 5
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where A 0h(n), a c Rw underlying vector group of RJ, and x RJ; the

action of A is the usual linear action.
If h &lt; n 1, then the universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering manifold

§X of P£(R) is the quadrie S£ {x RJ+1 : ||î||2 1} with induced metric;
if h n, then §J is one of the two components of S£; if h n 1, then
the situation is rather complicated ([17], § 11) and §£ is an infinité covering
manifold of SJJ. Similarly, the universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering manifold
HJ of H£(R) is described by the quadrie HJJ (x &lt;¦ RJ+J : || x ||2 - 1} with
induced metric. It is known ([17], §4.5) that I(SJ) 0h(n + 1) and I(Hl)

0h+1(n + 1). Together with ([17], § 11), this will suffice for our purposes.
We will apply the technique of § 2.7 to the other model spaces. The starting

point is a resuit of K.Nomizu ([15], Th. 16.1) which assures us that the repré¬
sentations M G/H of model spaces M of nonconstant curvature, given by

(2.3.2-3), (2.4.2-3) and (2.6.1-6), hâve the property: ^(M) consista of

the isometries induced by G. In each case, this means Io(-M) GjZ where Z is

the center of G \Zm trivial if Gis of type JF4,Z {±/} if Sp*(n+ 1), and

Z consists of the scalar matrices exp (2nV lmj{n + l))I if G SU*(w +1).
Let M be a Cayley plane GjH as in (2.6.1-6). Then G Io(Jf), G con-

tains the symmetry, and H Spinfc(9) has no outer automorphism. By
Theorem2.7, G

I(Pg(Cay)) =I(Hl(Cay)) F4; Spin (9) is isotropy subgroup. (2.8.1)

I(P?(Cay)) I(Hf (Cay)) It ; Spin1 (9) is isotropy subgroup. (2.8.2)

I(P|(Cay)) =I(H5(Cay)) F4*; Spin (9) is isotropy subgroup. (2.8.3)

Let M be an indefinite quaternionic elliptic space G/H; G Sfh(n + 1)

and Ia(M) G/{±I}. If n&gt;l, then Sp^(^i) is not isomorphic to Sp(l),
and it follows that Hj{±I) has no outer automorphism. If n 1, then G

is of the type 02 ; Cartan type C2 is the same as type B2 so one would expect
that M hâve constant curvature; indeed, it is standard that Pj(K) is iso-
metric to the sphère S4 and easily seen that P| (K) is real hyperbolic space H4

with metric reversed. We set aside thèse spaces of constant curvature. Now G

contains the symmetry, so Theorem 2.7 yields :

I(PS(K)) - I(H;U(K)) gp»(n + l)/{±/} when n &gt; 1 ; (2.8.4)

{Spft(%) x Sp(l)}/{±/} is isotropy subgroup.

Let M be an indefinite complex elliptic space G/H; G &amp;TJh(n + 1) and

Io(Jf) is H\Jh(n+ l)/{scalars}. The image of H in Io(M) is isomorphic to

Vh(n) ; its only outer automorphism, the usual conjugate-transpose, is induced
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by the automorphism ad (oc) of G where oc is the isometry of M induced by

conjugation of C over R. As G contains the symmetry, Theorem 2.7 yields :

i(P2(O) =i,(P2(C)) -«.i,(pj(C)) =i(h;_»(O) (2.8.5)

where oc is induced by conjugation of C over R ; \]h(n) ^ oc XJh (n) is isotropy
subgroup.

We hâve now determined the full groups of isometries of the model spaces.

2. 9. Sectional curvatures oî the model spaces are not well behaved, except
in the cases of definite metric and constant curvature :

Theorem. Let (M,Q) be a pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold P£(F) or H£(F)
with F C or K and 0 &lt; h &lt; n, or P?(Cay) or Hj(Cay). Then the sectional

curvatures of (M,Q) are not bounded and do not keep one sign.

Proof. Let G Iq (M, Q) and let H be the isotropy subgroup of G at x e M.
Then G is semisimple, § is the eigenspace of + 1 for the involutive isometry t
of © induced by the symmetry to (M, Q) at x, (5 § + 501 where S01 is the

eigenspace of 1 for r and both summands are stable under a Cartan involu-
tion a of ©, and a nonzero real multiple of the Kelling form B of © induces Q

through its restriction to 3JI. Thus we are in the situation of Theorem 1.3.1.
If one changes Q to a*Q, he changes a sectional curvature K(S) to a^KiS);
thus the assertion on P£(F) or Pi(Cay) will follow from the corresponding
assertion for H^_A(F) or Hj (Cay), and we may assume that Q is induced by B.
As [SOI, SOI] c §, we hâve seen in the proof of Theorem 1.3.1 that a non-
singular 2-plane S c 9JI with basis {X, Y] has sectional curvature

where ||Z||2 dénotes B{Z,Z). We also write © ©+ + ©_, 2rt 2R+ + SrL
and § §+ -f- £&gt;__ where subscripts dénote the eigenspace of + 1 or 1 for
the Caetan involution a, and we write Z Z+ + Z_ for every Z e © where

Z+ ©+ £+ + 9K+ and Z_ ©_ £- + 2TL. J5 is positive definite on ©__

and négative definite on ©+.
Choose X 2R_ with 11X \ |2 1 and let U be the subgroup of H consisting

of ail éléments which préserve $R+ and 9DÎ_. U is a maximal compact subgroup
of H and U §+. Let F be the isotropy subgroup of U at X. Transitivity of
# on the light cône ||Tf||2 0^:Tf in 501 implies transitivity of V on the

unit sphère S+ {W $0t+ : || ÏF||« ~ 1} in 2R+. If (Jf, Q) HJ(F),
then 501 carries the structure of F£ and H acts as Vh(n, F) F&apos;. We then define
a subspace 0 ^ Sft X-1 r. Z F c 50L which is nonzero because F^R.
Let S_ be the unit sphère {W e SU : ||TF||2 =1} in SR; if F C then S_ is
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two points; if F K then F is transitive on S_. If (M, Q) Hf (Cay), we

define 91 X1- ^ 9JL_. Then U Spin(8) ; let t be its triality automorphism
and let /: Spin(8) -* SO(8) be the projection; if 80(8) acts on 9Jl+ and 9K_ by
its usual action on R8, then U acts on 9W 50l+ ® 35L by u-±f(u)@ f(t(u)) ;

then the action of F on 91 is the usual action of SO (7) on R7, so F is transitive
on the unit sphère S__ {W c 9t : || ÏF||2 1} in 91.

From transitivity of F on S+, and on S_ when the latter is connected, we

see that there are real numbers oc and /? such that K(S) oc and K(T) p

if S is spanned by X and some Y c S_, and if T is spanned by X and some
Z c S+. Now oc =^= p because (J/, Q) is not of constant sectional curvature.

Choose Y S__ and Z S+ ; for every real number 6, let b1 vb% + 1,

define Wb bY + b&apos;Z, and let Sb be the plane spanned by X and Wb.

We hâve X JL Wb and ||^||2 - 1. Thus K(8b) - ||[X, Wb]\\*

which is unbounded for | b \ large. To see that sectional curvature does not keep

one sign, we can either apply Part 3 of Theorem 1.3.1 or observe that the plane
Tb spanned by X and b&apos;Y +bZ has K{Tb) oc + b*(oc - p). Either way,
Theorem 2.9 is proved. Q. E. D.

Remark, One can show oc 4/? &lt; 0 above.

3. Groups transitive on cônes and quadrics

The first step in our study of isotropic spaces is :

3.1. Theorem. Let G be a closed connected subgrowp of $Qh(n) which is

transitive both on a component L of the light cône {x R£ : 11 x \ |2 0, x ^ 0}

and a component Q of a non-empty quadric {x e R£ : || x\\2 a} (a =£ 0). Then

(a) 0 SO*(n);
or

(b) G 8Vhl2(n/2) or Vm(n/2) ;

or

(c) G Sp*/4(W4) or Sp*/4(?i/4)-T or Sp*/4(n/4) Sp(l);
or

(d) &lt;? Spin(9) with n 16 and h 0 or 16; or G Spin1^) with

n 16 2h ;

or

(e) G Spin(7) with n 8 and h 0 or 8; or G 8pin3(7) with

n== 8 2h;
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or

(f 0 G2 with n 7 and A 0or7;orG G£ «*% w 7 arîd * 3

or 4

Hère G* dénotes the noncompact centerless real group of the type G2.

Conversely, every group listed above is transitive on the nonzero éléments of any
given square norm in RJ.

Remark. Our proof is based on the case h 0, which is the celebrated

Montgomery-Samelson-Borel classification of groups transitive on sphères

([12], [1], [2];see§27of[16]).
3. 2. Proof. If n 2, then dim. Q 1 dim. SO/l(n) and necessarily

0 SO^(n). Now assume n&gt; 2 ; then G is irreducible on RJ ([17], Lemma

8.2). Now G is reductive and its connected center either is trivial or is a circle

group which gives a complex structure to RJJ; it follows ([14], Th. 6) that ©

is invariant under a Cartan involution a of QDh(n) which induces a Cartan
involution of©. a 1 if A 0 or h n.

Let x eQ. The isotropy subgroup H of 80h(n) at x is reductive, algebraic
and connected, and thus ([14], Th. 6) § is invariant under a Cartan involution
r; a and t are conjugate in the group of inner automorphisms of SO^(w),

so we may change x and assume a r. Now QOh(n) Si -f- S$ where R is

the eigenspace of +1 for a and S$ is the eigenspace of 1 ; © ©^ + ©p
and § $K + §P where subscripts dénote intersection with Si or ^. Define

QDh(n)* R + V~^î 9*, ©* &lt;$K + l/^T ©p and £* §K + V^^p]
then QDh(n)* &lt;5D(n) and &lt;?)* SO(n - 1). Let G* be the analybic
subgroup of SO (n) corresponding to ©* c Q£)(n). Transitivity of G on Q

implies © + § ©0A(n) ; thus ©* + §* (© + §)* SD(n) and it

follows that G* is transitive on the sphère S7*&quot;1 SO(w)/SO(w 1).

According to Montgomery, Samelson and Borel, transitivity of (?* on
Sn-1 implies

(a) (?* SO(n) ;

or

(b) G* 8\J(n/2) or V(n/2) ;

or

(c) G* Sp(n/4) or Sp(w/4) T or Sp(n/4) Sp(l) ;

or

(d) G* Spin(9) with n 16 ;

or

(e) G* Spin(7) with n 8 ;

or

(f) G* G2 with n 7
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Because G c 80h(n), cases (a), (b) and (c) above yield the corresponding
possibilities for G in the Theorem; they hâve the required transitivity. Now
we need only examine (d), (e) and (f) above when 0 &lt; h &lt; n. We will need
the fact [13] that, by transitivity of G on L, a maximal compact subgroup
M c G is transitive on a compact déformation retract of L, and that this
retract is a component of S^&quot;1 X S71&quot;^&quot;1 because the full light cône is homeo-
morphic to S*-1 X R X S*&quot;*&quot;&quot;1. As M préserves complementary positive
definite and négative definite subspaces of RJJ ([18], p. 79), we may take
gn-n-i an(j gfc-i ^o ke faç respective unit sphères in thèse subspaces. We may
assume h &lt;n h.

Let (?* Spin(9) with Gnoncompact and 0 &lt; h &lt; n h. Then n 16,
G Spin* (9) with 1 &lt;k &lt;4, and M is a quotient of Spin(fc) x Spin(9-&amp;).

Now k 1 because a simple factor of M is transitive on S&quot;&quot;^&quot;1 and n h

1 &gt; 7 ; thus h 8 and we are in case (d) of the Theorem. The required
transitivity of G was seen in our proof that Pj(Cay) be isotropic.

Let (?* Spin(7) with G noncompact and 0 &lt; h &lt; n h, Then n 8,

G Spin*(7) with 1 &lt; k &lt; 3, andJtf isa quotient of Spin(fc) x Spin(7 &amp;).

If k 1, then Spin(6) is transitive on S71&quot;7*&quot;1; n h 1 &gt; 3 then implies
n h 1 5 and h 1 1, so the isotropy subgroup Spin(5) of Spin(6)
on S5 is transitive on S1 ; that is impossible. If k 2, then Spin (5) is transitive
on Sn~h-1 because Spin(2) is not; thus n h 1 4, so h 1 2 and
M&apos; x Spin(2) is transitive on S2 where M&apos; is isotropy of Spin(5) on S4; then
M&apos; Spin (4) implies that M has a 2-dimensional subgroup which acts triv-
ially on ail of R£ ; that is impossible. Now k 3, so M is locally (Spin(3))3 ;

thus h 4, two factors of M acting as SO (4) on one S3 and the third acting
simply transitively on the other S3, as in case (e) of the Theorem.

Let G* 62 with G noncompact and 0 &lt; h &lt; n h. Then n 7 and

M is a quotient of SU (2) x SU (2). It foUows that h 3, Jf ^ 80(4), G is

the noncompact centerless group G* of type G2, and we are in case (f of the

Theorem.

3« 3. In order to complète the proof of the Theorem, we must find actions
of Spin3 (7) on Rj and G* on ^1 with the desired transitivity properties.

We hâve Spin (7) c S0(8) transitive on the unit sphère S7 c R8 and

with isotropy subgroup G2 at x e S7. The theory of RiEMANNian symmetric
spaces provides an élément t c G2 of order 2 whose centralizer Kx in G2 is iso-
morphic to SO (4). Let A and B be the eigenspaces of +1 and of 1 for t

onR8.
We first prove dim. A 4 dim. B. B has even dimension 26, 1&lt;6&lt;3,

and we must prove 6 2. Let y be an élément of the unit sphère S6 in the
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tangentspace (S7)^. G2 is transitive on S6 with isotropy subgroup J ^ SU(3)
at y. As rank. J 2, we may assume y chosen so that t c J. We identify
(S7)aj with x1- by a G2-equivariant parallel translation; now x and t/ span a

plane T \n A, and J acts on TL. Thus if b =£ 2, £ would be 1 on î7-1- and

thus would be central in J, or would represent an élément of U(3) not in

SU(3) and thus not be in J. This shows 6 2.

We will produce groups acting on R8 A + V 1 B and ~&amp;l Ar +

_]_]/ l J5, where A( A &lt;^ x-*-. Let t be the automorphism ad(£) of

Sptn(7); then ©pin(7) 51 + ^P where 51 is the eigenspace of + 1 for r

and ^J is the eigenspace of 1, and ©2 51&apos; + ^3&apos; where *P&apos; ©2 r\ ^},

and 51&apos; ©2 rs R is the algebra of Kx. Now ©* 51&apos; + V^\ S$f is the

Lie algebra of G*, R + V 1 ty is ©pin3 (7) because it is contained in

©O4(8) where S04(8) acts on R8, and because S04(8) cannot contain
Spin(5). Thus G* acts on Rj and Spin3(7) acts on R8..

Given oc &gt; 0 &gt; /?, we define 3-spheres 8a {w e A : || w\\2 oc} and

8p {w c V^l JS: ||^||2 jS} and a 2-sphere flf&apos;a 8a * A&apos;. Kx acts

effectively on A1 © JS and is isomorphic to S0(4); thus we view Kx as the

image of a représentation f@g of S0(4) on A&apos;@B. g is faithful because

f@g m faithful. If / is not trivial, then / : SO (4) -^ SO (3) is onto and it follows
from the local product structure of SO (4) that Kx is transitive on S&apos;a X Sp.
We will prove that / is not trivial. Choose nonzero z e B, let G&apos;2 be the iso¬

tropy subgroup of Spin(7) at z, let e be the central élément of order 2 in

Spin(7), and define t&apos; te. Now e acts as I on R8 by irreducibility of

Spin(7), so t&apos; t on R8 and t&apos;

e G&apos;2. Any two éléments of order 2 in G2

being conjugate, Spin(7) has an élément k such that hG2h~1 G&apos;2 and
hth-1 t&apos;. Now K2 hKx}h~x is the centralizer of tr in Gg. h interchanges
A and JS because t&apos; t; it follows that the group K generated by Kx

and Jl2 préserves both A and B. If / is trivial, then K is the product SO (4) x
X S0(4) of the rotation groups of A and B\ then rank. K 4 &gt; 3

rank. Spin(7), which is impossible. This proves / nontrivial.
We hâve proved that Kx is transitive on S&apos;a x Sp. The group K above is

centralized by t and thus is contained in Spin3(7). It is locally a product of

groups S0(3), the number of factor being at least 3 because it contains Kt
properly and the number of factors being at most 3 because rank. Spin(7) 3.

Thus K is the group with Lie algebra 51 and is maximal compact in Spin3(7).
A close look at /, g and h above shows that K is transitive on 8^ X 8p. Now,
as in the proof that Pi(Cay) is isotropic, it follows that G* (resp. Spin3(7)) is

transitive on the nonzero éléments of any given square norm in Rj (resp. in
R?). Q. E.D.
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3.4. Some coset représentations for quadrics. In RJJ we define quadrics

S {a? e »« : ÎI^II2 1} and H= {x c RM|z|l2 - 1}

Besides the usual représentations of S and H as coset spaces of 80h(n),
Vhl2(n/2) and SU*/2(n/2), and 8fm(n/4t) Sp(l), Sp*/4(w/4)-T and Sp*/4(rc/4),

we hâve :

1. Spin(9)/Spin(7) S c Rj6

2. Spin1(9)/Spin(7) S c Rj6

3. 8pin(7)/G2 S c Bj

4. Spin3(7)/G£ S c R*

5. G2/SU(3) ScRj
6. G^/SU1(3) S c Ri

7. G*/SL(3;R) S c R?

Replacing the inner product by its négative on RJ, thèse représentations yield
représentations for H in R^, Rj6, Rg, R^, R?, Rj, and Rj.

4. Structure of locally isotropic manifolds

Theorem 3.1 enumerated the candidates for group of local isometries in a

locally isotropic manifold M £. This is used in the structure theorem, Theorem 4

below. It turns out that not ail the groups listed in Theorem 3.1 occur hère,

however; this happens in such a way that we are able to extend, in Theorem 4

(4.), the theorem that an isotropic Lorentz manifold has constant curvature.

Theorem. Let M\ be a connected locally isotropic psevdo-BiEMANNian mani¬
fold. Oiven x M£, let Gx be the group of local isometries at x, let £,x dénote

the Lie algebra of germs of Killino vectorfieids at x, and view (£&gt;x as the sub-

algebra of Qx consisting of the éléments which vanish at x. Then:

(1) M\ is locally symmetric.

(2) M\ is locally hornogeneous: given x, y M\, there is an isometry f of a

neighborhood of x onto a neighborhood of y with f(x) y. In particular,
f induces isomorphisms £,x ^ Qy, ©^ ^ (Sy and Gx^.Gy.

(3) Ml is characterized locally by n, h, Gx, £x, and (only necessary if
Qx =z g* and n 2h 16) the sign of involutive sectional curvature, in the

sensé that the only possibilities are :
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SOA(n),

case of constant
curvature

U*&apos;(n&apos;),

2h&apos; h, In&apos; n

Sp&quot;&gt;&quot;)-Sp(l),

&lt;Lh&quot; h, in&quot; n

Spin(9),
n 16, h 0 or &amp; 16

Spin1^), n 2h= 16

not semisimple

&lt;»£)*(» + 1)

&lt;5Dh+1(n + 1)

&lt;5Uft&gt;&apos; + 1)

GW+Hn&apos; + 1)

&lt;5ph&quot;(n&quot; + 1)

Sp^&apos;+Mw&quot; + 1)

&amp;

Jf l locally isometric to

PJ(B)

H£(R)

PÎ&apos;(C)

H2&apos;,(C)

P^(K)

Hï:(K)

P*(Cay) or H|((!ay)

Hg(Cay) or FftCay)

P?(Cay) or Hf(Cay)

(4) // h is odd, or if n h is odd, ihen M\ is of constant sectional curvature.

Proof. The case n 2 is trivial because there each Ox SO^(ft) and J

has constant curvature. Now let n &gt; 2. As seen in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
Ox acts irreducibly on the tangentspace Tx and every représentation of Gx

is fully reducible.
Let n : £,x -&gt; Tx be évaluation at x. n is a linear map with kernel &amp;x. We

hâve a natural représentation g-*a,d(g) of Ox on Qx by automorphisms,
and 7i(a,d(g)X) g(n(X)) for every geOx and every Xe2x, Given
z e M%, (Sz extends to a Lie algebra of Killing vectorfields on a normal
coordinate neighborhood U of z. We may choose z with x e U. By irre-
ducibility of Gz on Tz, now, fi^ has an élément which does not vanish at x.
By irreducibility of Ox and equivariance of n, it foliows that ^(fij Tx and
in particular £x has dimension ti + dim. 0x.

Ox is represented faithfully on Tx because M\ is connected. Identifying Tx
with RJ and G^ with its linear action, the identity component 0 of Ox is listed
in Theorem 3.1. By irreducibility of (Sx on Tx, and by the Levi-Whitehead-
Malcev&apos; Theorem, ®x is a maximal subalgebra of Qx ; if (&amp;x is semisimple it
follows either that Qx is semisimple or that £,x ©^ + Rad^^); in the
latter case Rad(fiaî) is commutative by irreducibility of (Sx, whence M\ is

flat in a neighborhood of x, and Gx 0h(n).
If 0 is listed under (e) (resp. (f)) in Theorem 3.1, so 0 is Spin(7) on R$ or

Rg or Spin3(7) on Rj (resp. G2 on Rj or R? or G* on Rj or Rj), then we
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choose X e Tm RJJ with ||X||2 ^ 0 and observe that the isotropy sub-

group of G at X is 62 or G* (resp. SU (3) or SU1 (3) or the self-contragredient
group of type SL(3, R) c SO3(6)). From the combined transitivity pro-
perties of G and this subgroup (see Lemma 8.3 of [17] for SL(3, R)), it
follows that G is transitive on positive definite or on négative definite 2-planes
in Tx, so ail such planes give the same sectional curvature; thèse planes form
an open subset in the Grassmann manifold of 2-planes in Tx, and thus their
sectional curvatures détermine the curvature tensor of M\ at a:; it follows
that M\ has constant curvature in a neighborhood of x and so Gx 0h(n).
This is a contradiction. We conclude that G is listed under (a), (b), (c) or (d)

in Theorem 3.1.

If G is listed under (a), then / e Gx 0h(n). If G is listed under (b),

(c) or (d), then / eO c Gx. In any case, M\ is locally symmetric at x.
This proves the first statement of the Theorem.

Define two points of M\ to be équivalent if a neighborhood of one is iso-
metric to a neighborhood of the other as in the second statement of the

Theorem. The équivalence classes are open subsets of M\ because n(£,x) Tx
for every x. As the équivalence classes are disjoint, it follows that each is a

union of components of M\. The second statement of the Theorem follows
from connectedness of M\.

We hâve seen that Gx has an élément t which is / on Tx ; let r ad (2).

Then under r, Qx (5X + 501a. where 3Slx is the eigenspace for 1 in £,x;

©^ is the eigenspace for + 1. We hâve also seen that M\ is flat and Gx

0h(n) if fia, is not semisimple; now assume fi^. semisimple. Then ([14],
Theorem 6) there is a Cartan involution a of fi^ which induces a Cartan
involution of (Sx. t lies in a compact subgroup of Gx because t2 1 ; re-
placing t by a conjugate (this does nothing because t is central), we hâve

a% Ta. fia, 2K + fiP and %x ($&gt;K + ©P where K dénotes a-eigenspace

of +1 and P dénotes a-eigenspace of 1. Let fi* fi# + vl fiP and

(g* (gz -f- j/ l (gp; then t induces an involutive automorphism of fi*
with ©* as fixed point set. Let .L* be a (necessarily compact) connected group
with Lie algebra fi*, and let 6r* be an analytic subgroup corresponding to ©*.

Recall fia, ©a» + $Jlx under t; n : 501^.&gt; Tx is an equivariant isomor-
phism, so ad((?a,) has an (n l)-dimensional orbit on %Jlx. Let 9JI*

(SW« ^ 2K) + V^m* rs fiP) ; then fi* ©* + 9K* under r, and it

follows that ad (G*) has an (n l)-dimensional orbit on 2R*. In other

words, the compact RiEMANNian symmetric space L*/Q* has rank 1. By
Theorem 3 and our above élimination of (e) and (f), it follows that the identity
component of Gx is (a) 80h(n), (b) Vhl*(n/2), (c) Sp*/4(ra/4) Sp(l), or (d)
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Spin(9) or Spin1(9), and that Qx is given respectively as an algebra of type (a)

Bnl2 if nia even, D(w+1)/B if n is odd, (b) An}%, (c) C(n/4)+1, or (d) i&lt;*4.

If 0x 80h(n), then ilfj is of constant curvature, and thus is locally
isometric to RJ,PJ(R) or HJ(B). If Gx Uh&apos;(nr) where 2 k&apos; h and
2t&amp;&apos; n, then 2X is either SU*&apos;(ra&apos; + 1) or Stt*&apos;+1(»&apos; + 1) because it

contains H*&apos;(w;) and is of type An, ; thus M\ is locally isometric to PJ/(C)

or to HJ&apos;(C). If Ox Sp^&apos;V) Sp(l) where 4F h and 4n&quot; n, then
Qx is either Sp7*&quot;^&quot; + 1) or Qph&quot;+1(n&quot; + 1) because it is of type Cn,,+1 and
Qph&quot;(n&quot;)Ç&amp;Qp(l) is a maximal subalgebra; thus M\ is locally isometric
either to Pj£(K) or to HJZ(K). IfO.is Spin(9) or SpinM9), then fi. is g4

(onlywhen 0m Spin(9)) or 5*» an(i ^2 is locally isometric to a Cayley
plane.

We hâve just completed the proof of the third statement of the Theorem.
The fourth statement follows at a glance. Q. E. D.

Theorem 4 allows us to formulate :

Définition. Let M\ be a locally isotropic pseudo-RiEMAKNian manifold and

let S be a nonsingular tangent 2-plane at a; M\, so S is sent to a nonsingular
tangent 2-plane /* (S) at f(x) c N% under an isometry / of a neighborhood
of x onto a neighborhood in

Nnh R£, P^(R, C, K or Cay) or H£(R, C, K or Cay)

Then S is involutive, and the sectional curvature K(8) is an involutive sectional

curvature, if and only if either N% RJJ or /* (S) is involutive on N%.

5. The universal covering theorem

Our global classifications will dépend on the following conséquence of

Theorem 4:

Theorem. Let M\ be a connectée!, pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold. Then
is complète and locally isotropic, if and only if its universal pseudo-RiEMANNian
covering manifold is (a) RJJ, §£ or Hj ; or, if h&apos; h/2 and nf nj2 are

integers, (b) PJ&apos;(C) or HJ&apos;(C); or, if h&quot; h/4c and n&quot; n/4 are integers,

(o)P£(K) or H^(K); or, if n= 16 and A//; A/8 is an integer, (d) F^(Cay)
or H2M/(Cay).

Remark. §^ and H£ are the universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering mani¬
folds of PJ(B) and HJ(R).

Proof. It suffices to prove the Theorem when M £ is simply connected, and

completeness and local isotropy are immédiate from the existence of a pseudo-
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RiEMANNian eovering by one of the manifolds listed. Now assume MJJ com¬

plète, simply connected and locally isotropic; we must show that it is isometric
to one of the manifolds listed.

Choose x c M\. By Theorem 4, there is an isometry / of a neighborhood
U of x onto an open subset F of a manifold N% in our list. The eurvature tensors

are parallel on both M £ and N%, for those manifolds are locally symmetric.
The torsion forms vanish because we are dealing with Levi-Civita connections.
The proof of Theorem 5 is now identical to the proof of the case of constant
eurvature ([17], Theorem 5): one uses N.Hicks&apos; extension ([9], Theorem 1)

of Ambrose&apos;s Theorem to extend / to a global isometry by extending it along
broken geodesics. Q. E. D.

6. A partial classification of complète locally isotropic manifolds

As in the case of constant nonzero eurvature [18], one can classify the non-
flat complète locally isotropic manifolds in certain signatures of metric :

6.1. Theorem. Let Mn9 be a complète connected locally isotropic pseudo-
RiEMANNian manifold which is not flat.

1. If M* is of non-negative involutive sectional eurvature with 2 s &lt;n and

s =£ n 1, or if M is of non-positive involutive sectional eurvature with
2s &gt;n and s^l, then the fundamental group nx(M^) is finite.

2. If 7ix(M*) is finite, then

(a) M* is of constant sectional eurvature. In [18], the global classification of

such spaces is reduced to the classical Clifford-Klein spherical space form

problem in dimension n s for positive eurvature, and thus in dimension s

for négative eurvature;

(b) M* is simply connected and thus isometric to one of the model spaces;

W
(c) Mn9 is isometric to Pïjl(C)/{l, oc J} where r */4 and t ((n/2) + l)/2

are integers, oc is the isometry induced by conjugation of C over R, and J is the

isometry induced by

SU(2r) x SU(2* - 2r) c

(d) Jf* is isometric to BÇ}|(C)/{1, ocJ} where r ((s/2) + l)/2 and t

((n/2) + l)/2 are integers, and oc and J are as above.
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Remark. It suffices to prove Theorem 6.1 in the case where M * is of non-
negative involutive sectional curvature; the case of non-positive involutive
sectional curvature will then follow by reversing (replacing with its négative)
the metric.

6. 2, Prooî of Part 1. Mn9 is non-negative involutive curvature with 2s &lt; n

and s ^ n 1. We may suppose that M * is not of constant curvature,
for the resuit is known in the case of constant positive curvature ([18],
Theorem 1).

Now suppose that M * is not covered by a Ca yley plane ; then n : P^ (F) -&gt; M &quot;

is the uni versai pseudo-RiEMANNian covering where F C or K has degree
/ over R, fm n and fh s. Let F be the group of deck transformations of

n\ we must prove F finite; as I(P(F)) has only finitely many components,
it suffices to prove F ^ I0(P(F)) finite; thus we may assume F c ÏO(P(F))
The principle fibring y : S?&quot;1&quot;&apos;&quot;1 -&gt; P]f (F) given by

Vh(m+ 1, F)/U*(m,-F)-&gt;U*(m + 1, F)/U*(m, F)x U(l, F)

induces a homomorphism 0 of SU7* (m + 1) or Sp^ra + 1) onto IO(PJI(F)) ;

now it suffices to prove 0~1(F) finite. 0~1(F) is properly discontinuous
because 0 is ^;-equi variant, F is properly discontinuous, and the kernel Ker. 0
is finite. 0~1(Jf) acts freely because both F and Ker. 0 act freely. 2s &lt; n

implies 2s &lt; n + / 1, and / &gt; 1 then gives s =fi (n + / 1) 1. Now
our resuit ([18], Theorem 1) for constant curvature shows that ^^(J1) is finite,
and so nx{M&quot;) is finite.

Now suppose that Mn9 is covered by a Cayley plane P| (Cay) ; h 0 or 1

by hypothesis. If h 0, then the Cayley plane is compact and our assertion
is trivial; now assume h 1 and let F be the group of deck transformations
of the unxversal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering n : V\ (Cay) -&gt; ikf£ Pi(Cay) is

a coset space 6?/H where F* is the full group of isometries and H is the

isotropy subgroup at some point x. Let c be a Cartan involution of © which
préserves § and induces a Gaétan involution of § ; © 51 + ty where ft
is the eigenspace of -f~ 1 f°r &lt;*

&gt;

where S$ is the eigenspace for 1, and where
S (ô rs 51) + (§ ^ ^J). Let 91 be a 1-dimensional subspace of ^$, and
define ^L exp (9t), Jf exp (51), and P exp (?P). As OjK is an irre-
ducible RiEMANNian symmetric space of rank 1 and of noncompact type we
hâve 0 K-P and P od{K)A ; thus G KAK. Now dim. § 36

and dim. (§ ^ 51) 28 because § is of type jB4 and § ^ 5^ is of type D4;
thus §n^o and we may choose îl c§^$; it follows that KHK.
Define Z JE» c P?(Cay) and let ^c(?; then g kthk2 with À^JT
and A £T, k^{x) X, k1(x)X9 and ^(^(a;)) kx(x); it follows that
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g(X) meets X, Now X is a compact subset of Pf (Cay) such that y(X) meets X
whenever y e F. As in [18], proper discontinuity of F now implies that F

in finite. Thus n^M&quot;) is finite.
We hâve now proved the first part of Theorem 6.1.

6. 3. Prooî of Part 2. Let F be a finite group of isometries acting freely on

a model space N of non-constant and nonnegative involutive sectional cur-
vature. Jolies in a maximal compact subgroup K ofl(N), and there is a point
y N such that the symmetry to N at y normalizes K in I (N). Let H be the

isotropy subgroup of I (N) at y ; then L H r\ K is a maximal compact sub¬

group of H, and F acts freely on KjL. The possibilities for N are P| (Cay),

FJ(K) and PJ*(C) ; they ail hâve the property that the compact Lie groups
K and L hâve the same rank; thus every élément of Ko is conjugate to an élé¬

ment of a maximal torus of L and consequently has a fixed point on KjL ; it

follows that F r, Ko {1}. As KQ K * Io {N), this proves F^I0(N) {!}.
Suppose that Jr^{l}. Then the curvature conditions on N and the

results of § 2.8 show that N PJ*(C) and F is a 2-element group {l,otg}
where oc is the isometry induced by conjugation of C over R and g c IO(PJI(C))
is induced by some élément (also denoted g) of the matrix group SU* (m + 1).

(a g)2 1 jT implies that *g~xg is a scalar matrix cl $\Jh(m +1), so

g c *g. As *(*g) g we hâve c=±l, so*gr=±gr. Let Z be the

group of ail matrices I Rj where A \](h), B XJ(m -{- l h) and

(det. A) (det. jB) 1 ; Z is the pre-image of Ko in SU* (m + 1). Now g r
with those conditions, for we may assume K KQ ^ &lt;xK0. If g *g, then
a ~ *a and b *b, and there are unitary matrices w and # with ^a% Ih
and v6% /TO+1_A. It follows that (det. %)2(det. v)2 1, so we may replace

n or v by a scalar multiple, if necessary, and assume h I c Z. Now

fcflM I, and this gives ad (&apos;A&quot;1) (&lt;xg) ^^ocg^ ih-1och&quot;1hgih th~1(xh-1

thr1* %a (x, so txg has a fixed point on K(y) c P^(C). This being

impossible, we hâve g ig. Now a *a and b *b, so JV Nn8

gives that r h/2 s/4 and * (m + l)/2 ((n/2) + l)/2 are integers.

Define Jw= l wl for every integer w &gt; 0, and then define

J fc °
SU(2r) x SU(2* - 2r) c

Now we hâve unitary matrices u and v such that uatu Jr andv&amp;*t; Jt_f. Asbe-
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fore we may assume h I I e Z. Now F is eonjugate to {1, ad ^h&quot;1) (&lt;xg)},

and the second élément is given by

As&amp;Jhasno fixed point on P(C), the Theorem foliows. Q.E.D.

6.4. À finiteness criterion.The latter part of § 6.2 consisted of a technique which
could be useful in a variety of situations. For this reason we state it separately.

Theorem. Let G bea connectée, semisimple Lie group with finite center, let H
be a closed svhgroup of G, and let F be a subgroup of G which acte properly
discontinuously on GjH. Suppose ihat £&gt; is preserved by a Cart an involution a

of ©, that © Si + ^3 is the décomposition under a, and that § ^ ^J contains
a Cartan subalgebra of the symmetric pair (©, $t). Then F is finite.

Corollary. Let G be a group F*, Sp1^), SU1 M or SOM»). Let H be a

closed noncompact subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is preserved by a Cartan
involution of ©, and let F bea subgroup of G which acte properly discontinuously
on GjH. Then F is finite.

For if G is semisimple, then, in the notation of Theorem 6.4, (©, Si) has

rank 1 and § ^ ^J} ^ 0. If G is not semisimple, then n is so small that G H.

Remark. Part 1 of Theorem 6.1 could be proved from Theorem 6.4; the

proof then would be more uniform and would avoid appeal to [18], but the

method used in § 6.2 is more elementary.

7. The classification theorem for isotropic manifolds

Extending the results ([17], §§ 16 17) for constant curvature, we will prove:

7.1. Theorem. Let M\ be a connected locally isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian
manifold which is not flat. Then thèse are équivalent :

1. M\ is isotropic.
2. M^ is symmetric.
3. Let F be the group of deck transformations of the universal pseudo-RiEMANNian

covering n : N% -&gt; M %. Then M\ is complète and F is a normal subgroup of

l(Nnh).
4. There is a pseudo-Ris&amp;iANNian covering M\-&gt; P^(R, C, K or Cay) or

Jfï-&gt;H?(B,C,K or Cay).
5. Either M\ is isometric to a model space P£ (C, K or Cay) or E% (C, K or Cay),

or there is a pseudo-REManNian covering JfJJ-&gt;P2(R) or H

4 CMH vol. 89
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CoroUary. Let MJ be a connectai isotropic pseudo-RiBMANNian manifold.
If JfjJ is of constant nonzero curvature, then it is explicitly described in ([17],
Theorem 16.1). Oiherwise, M\ is simply connectée and is isometric to

RJ, PJ(C,K or Cay) or H£(C,K or Cay).

7.2. Proof oî Theorem. If M\ is symmetrie or isotropic, then it is complète.
In the notation of statement (3.), if M\ is symmetrie, then every symmetry
lifts to a symmetry of JVJ, and consequently every symmetry of N% is a rc-fibre

map. Thus every symmetry of N% normalizes F. Now Iq(N%) lies in the closure
of the group generated by the symmetries and thus normalizes F, and thus
centralizes F because Fis discrète. Now Plies in the centralizer Z of Iq(NI) in

I(N%). Given g l(N%) and z Z, one can check the various cases and see

that gzg~x is z or z~x ; in fact this is trivial in nonconstant curvature and is

contained in ([17], § 16) for constant curvature. Thus F is normal in I(iVJ).
On the other hand, if we assume M\ to be isotropic instead of symmetric, we

see that every isotropy subgroup of Io(iV^) consists of rc-fibre maps, and it
follows as above that Pis normal inl(^J). Thus (1) implies (3) and (2) implies (3).

Assume (3). If M\ is of constant curvature, then we know ([17], Th. 16.1)
that (5) follows. If MJ is of nonconstant curvature, then ^(N^) is centerless,
and it is easily checked that the centralizer Z of Iq(JV&apos;J) in I(N%) is trivial; as

F c Z, it follows that n is an isometry. Thus (3) implies (5). And it is clear

that (5) implies (4).

Assume (4) and let \p\M\-+D\ be the covering of (4). Given dcD%,
g Ï(Dl) such that g(d) d, and x e yMd), there is a lift gf cl(ifj) of g

such that g(x) x. Now both (1) and (2) follow.
This complètes the proof of Theorem 7.1.
If M\ is not flat, then CoroUary 7.1 is the statement that (1) implies (5) in

Theorem 7.1; if M\ is flat, it is the statement that (1) implies (3) in Theorem 15

of [17]. The Corollary follows.

Chapter II

Homogeneous Locally Isotropic Pseudo-RiEMANiviaii Manifolds

The goal of this Chapter is the global classification of complète homogeneous
locally isotropic pseudo-RiEMANNian manifolds which are not flat. That classi¬

fication was accomplished in an earlier paper [17] in the case of constant cur¬
vature. Our main technique is to reduce to the case of constant curvature and

use the results of [17]. After the classification, we give some examples which
show that the Jhypothesis of completeness is essential.
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8. Application ol the classification in constant curvature

8.1. Theorem. Let Mr8 be a complète connected homogeneous locally isotropic
psevdo-RiEMANNian manifold of nonconstant sectional curvature. Let F be the

group of deck transformations of the universal pseudo-RiEMANNian covering

n:Nr8-*Mr8. Then F ~ ^(Nl) {1}.

Remark. If Nr8 is not a complex elliptic or hyperbolic space, it immediately
follows from Theorems 6.1 and 8.1 that Mr8 is simply connected and n is a

global isometry; if MJ is not simply connected, it follows that M\ is isometric
to one of the two manifolds of (2c) and (2d) of Theorem 6.1. This does not

complète the classification, however, as those manifolds must be checked for

homogeneity.

Proof. The possibility of reversing the metrics of Mr8 and Nr8 shows that we

need only consider the case of non-negative involutive sectional curvature.
If Nr8 PÎ(Cay) with k &lt; 2, then Theorem 6.1 proves F {1}. If Nr8

PgCCay), then we reverse metrics and hâve several theorems (see [20], [21]
or [11], for example) which imply triviality of F. Thus we need only consider
the case Nr8 PJ(F) with F C or F K.

Let A F^ Ïq(Nt8). According to Theorem 6.1, we need only prove that
A is finite. Thus we need only prove A finite under the assumption Nr8

C or K).

8.2. Let / be the degree of F over R, and define h and nby h s fk and

n + 1 /(m + 1) r + f. We hâve y : SJ-&gt; P?(F) given by

Vk(m+ 1; F)/Ufc(m,F)-&gt;Ufc(m+ 1; F)/Ufc(m,F) x U(1,F)
and a ^-equivariant epimorphism 0 : H -&gt;Io(PJ*(F)) where Jï SU&amp;(m -f 1)

or Sp*(m+ 1). Define D 0-1(A).
consists of ail positive definite Unes in F^+1, and

where the norm is taken with respect to the hermitian form on F£+1. View
F^+1 as a real vectorspace F ; F acts on F. Let Q be the real part of the her¬

mitian form on FJ*+1 ; Q is a symmetric bilinear form giving F the structure
of RJ+1 L^t F&apos; dénote the multiplicative group of unimodular élément of F ;

now F7 c 0h(n + 1) and H c 0h(n + 1) where everything acts on F and
H is the group mapped by 0.

8.3. Lemma. Let G&apos; be the centralizer of D in H and define G Of F&apos;.

Then G is transitive on the points of SJ. In particular, SJ/D is a homogeneous

manifold of constant positive curvature.
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Proof of Lemma. Let x, y S]J. Homogeneity of MJ implies ([17], Th. 2.5)
that the centralizer of A in îo(Nrg) is transitive on Nr8; it follows that G&apos; is

transitive on Nr8 ; thus G1 has an élément gx mapping x¥ onto yV. As || x\\*
||y||2, F&apos; has an élément g2 sending gxx to y. This proves transitivity of G.

Transitivity of G shows that D acts freely on SJ, for every élément of G

commutes with every élément of D. The action of A on P£(F) is properly
discontinuous and Ker. 0 is finite; thus the action of D on SJ is properly
discontinuous. Now SJ~&gt;SJ/jD is a normal covering, and homogeneity
follows ([17], Th. 2.5).

Lemma 8.3 is now proved.

8.4. Lemma. // D is not finite, then the R&gt;-linear action of D on V is not

fully reducible.

Proof of Lemma. Lemma 8.4 is based on ([17], Lemma 8.4). Suppose that D

is infinité and fully reducible. Then Lemma 8.3 and ([17], Th. 10.1) show that
F is the direct sum U @ W of two totally Q-isotropic R-subspaces and that
theie is a nonzero real number t =£ ± 1 such that D has an élément d whose

restriction to U is tl, whose restriction to W is t~xI, and such that d and pos-
sibly also / generate D. U and W are F-subspaces of F because D is F-
linear and t ^ tr1. Let Qf be the F-hermitian form on F F%+i ; m + 1

2k, h is the common dimension of U and W over F, U and W are totally
Qp-isotropic ([17], § 8.4), and there are F-bases {e4} of U and {/,.} of W with
Q*(ei&gt; îi) ~ 2&lt;$&lt;y. Now let a represent GL(&amp;,F), the gênerai linear group of

Ffe, on F by: a (oc) has matrix I t-_A in the basis {e{, /,} of F over F.

The image of a is precisely our group G1, consisting of ail F-linear transfor¬
mations of F winch préserve Qf and commute with each élément of D.

We hâve k &gt; 1 because MJ is not of constant curvature. Define wi
(1/2) (e{ - f^ and wk+i (1/2) (et + /,) for 1 &lt; i &lt; k; now {w,} is a

Qi^-orthonormal basis of F. As wk+l c S£ and G G1 F&apos; is transitive on

S\, whenever we hâve x e S£ we must hâve 6 F&apos; and a e GL (&amp;, F) such that
a (oc) : wkJtl-+ xb. Let x Ewixi with a^ F ; then it follows as in the proof

of ([17], Lemma 8.4) that Z(xib) (xk+ib) e R c F, i.e., that Zx{xk+i R

As F^B, S£ has many éléments x Ewixi for which Z xixkJri is not real.

Thus D cannot be both infinité and fully reducible. %sal

Lemma 8.4 is now proved.

8. 5. Lemma. // D is not finite, then F ^ C.

Proof of Lemma. Suppose that D is infinité and F C. Nonconstancy of

sectional curvature of Mr8 shows m + 1 &gt; 2, so the kernel Ker. 0, which
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is isomorphic to cyclic group Zm+1, is a cyclic subgroup of D of order q &gt; 2.

D has an élément d of infinité order; let Dx be the subgroup generated by d

and Ker. 0. Ker. 0 is central in D so Dt ^ Z X Ztf, g &gt; 2. Lemmas 8.3
and 8.4 hold for 1^. Now Dx is abelian but not fully reducible on F ; Theorem
10.1 of [17] says that Dx is isomorphic to Z,Z X Z2, ZxZorZxZxZ2.
Thus F ^ C if D is infinité.

Lemma 8.5 is now proved.

8.6. The folio wing is the last and most délicate step in the proof of Theorem 8.1.

Lemma. // D is not finite, then F ^ K.

Proof of Lemma. Suppose that D is infinité and F K. D is not fully
reducible on F and we apply the method of ([17], § 10.4). Lemmas 8.2 and

8.6 of [17] provide a G-invariant D-invariant maximal totally Q-isotropic
subspace U of F and a Q-orthonormal R-basis y {vly..., vn+lsssh+p} such

that (e{ vh+i + t&gt;&lt; and fi vhJti vt for 1 &lt; i &lt; p) {e{} is a basis of U

and {vP+1 ,..,,vA; e1,... ,ev} is a basis of U1-. Let /S be the basis {/i ,...,/;
#î)+i 9 &gt; ^ î ^i &gt; &gt;

^j»} of F and let B be the algebra of linear transformations
of F generated by D. If a is an élément of B, D or then a préserves both
U and U-L, so a lias matrix relative to /S given in block form by

a 0

0

a2

aA

0

a3

If a eO or a D, then a c0^(n + 1) &amp;nd it follows that a6 ta1&quot;1 and

a4 cl)(h p).
Let rx, r4 and rs be the matric représentations of respective degrees p,h p

and p of 0 given by &amp;-&gt;%, a-»a4 and a -&gt;a6. r6 is irreducible ([17], Lemma
8.2) and rx is contragredient to r6. If a e G sends vh+x to x £ x^v^, then

one checks that the first row of a^ is (o;A+1 xl9..., a:ft+!P ^j,) q(x)
As a; ranges over SJJ, g (a;) ranges over a subset of HP on which no nondegenerate
quadratic form is bounded. In [17] this was observed to imply that rt has no

nonzero symmetric bilinear invariant. As G 0&apos; K; and K&apos; is compact,
it also shows that the restriction r[ of rx to G1 is without a nonzero sym¬
metric bilinear invariant. It follows that r« r%\Q, has no nonzero symmetric
bilinear invariant.

After considering bilinear invariants of r6, § 10.4 of [17] goes on to show
that every élément d D has matrix of the form

M o d&gt;\

d I 0 dé 0 1 relative to 0.

\0 0 dj
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It is further shown that an élément doîD can be chosen with d3 ^ 0 and that,
this choice made, d3 is a bilinear invariant of r6, i.e., ^6^3^8 ^ ^3 f°r every
gr c G. Now let g eO&apos; and t* K&apos;. Then fy6(d3^6) ^6 *g^dzg^u% d3w6,

whenee d3% is a bilinear invariant of rfQ. It foliows that d3w6 is antisymmetric
for every ucW. Now as in [17] we take u, veKr, observe that weK&apos;

gives dsw6 t(d3w6) *t#6* *d3 *wed3i and conclude that uBvQ

(^^)e ~ ^a&quot;1 &apos; *(^^)e * ^3 dz-~x &apos; *vs ds dg&quot;1 *% d3 ve^6. As the restric¬
tion of re to K7 is faithful, it follows that K&apos; is commutative. That is absurd.

Lemma 8.6 is now proved.

8. 7. We saw in § 8.1 that, in order to prove Theorem 8.1, it was sufficient
to assume Nr8 P^(F C or K) and prove A finite. For this, it is sufficient
to prove D finite. If D is infinité, then Lemma 8.5 shows F^C and Lemma
8.6 shows F ^ K. This complètes the proof of Theorem 8.1. Q.E.D.

9. The classification theorem for complète homogeneous locally

isotropic manifolds of nonconstant curvature

The following theorem gives the classification mentioned above. Combined
with Theorem 12 of [17], it gives the classification up to global isometry of the

complète homogeneous locally isotropic manifolds which are not fiât. A par¬
tial classification is available [19] in the flat case.

9.1. Theorem. Let M\ be a complète, connected locally isotropic pseudo-Bis-
MANNian manifold of nonconstant sectional curvature. Then thèse are équivalent:

1. M\ is homogeneous.
2. 7^(311) is finite.
3. ^(JfJ) has only 1 or 2 éléments.

4. M\ is isometric to one of the spores:
(a) P|(Cay) or Hf(Cay) where n= 16 and h Sk.

(b) F£(K) or H£(K) where n 4m and h=ék.
(c) P£(C) or HJ?(C) where n 2m and h 2k.

(d) P2#~1(f)/{^ &gt; a*^} w^ere n 4t 2, h== es, oc is the isometry induced

by conjuration of C over R, and J is the isometry induced by

0 /,

(e) H|^IÎ(C)/{1,«/} where n U 2, h 4r - 2, and tx and J are

given as above vnth s t r.
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9.2. Proof. Theorem 6.1 is the équivalence of (2), (3) and (4), Theorems 8.1

and 6.1 showthat (1) implies (4), and the manifolds (4a), (4b) and (4c) are homo-

geneous. As one passes from (4e) to (4d) by reversing the metric, the Theorem
will now follow as soon as we prove that P^&quot;&quot;1 (C)/{1, ocJ} is homogeneous.

Let F CH and identify J with its matrix as given in (4d). Let A be the

algebra of R-linear endomorphisms of F generated by oc J and l/ 1 /2f As

both ocJ and ]/ 1 I2t hâve square I, and as they anticommute, A is a

quaternion algebra. Let Qo be the C-hermitian form on F and let Q be its real

part. There is a unique A-hermitian form QA on F whose real part is Q. We now
hâve (F, Q) RJJ, (F, Qc) (% and (F, QA) K*. One can describe
SL1&quot;1 % Q(x&gt; x) *&gt; by Qc(*&gt; *) *&gt; or by QA(x, a?) 1. The unitary
group Sp* (t) of F, QA) is a subgroup of the unitary group U2t (2t) of F, Qc) ;

by construction, Sp*(£) is the centralizer of a J in \?*(2t). As Sp*(£) acts

transitively on S^&quot;1 and C-linearly on F, it induces a transitive group of

motions of P&quot;&quot;1^). It follows that P^^CJ/il, aJ} has a transitive group
of isometries. Q. E. D.

9. 3. Combining Theorem 9.1 with Theorem 12 of [17], we obtain the rather
strange resuit :

Theorem. Let MJJ be a complète connectée, locally isotropic psevdo-RiEMANNian
manifold which is homogeneous but not isotropic. Then M\ is of constant sec-

tional curvature, if and only if nx (Ml) is not of order 2. M J is of nonconstant
sectional curvature, if and only if n &amp;t 2, h 45 (resp. h 4r 2)

and Mnh is isometric to PL&apos;&quot;&quot;1^)/^, ocJ} (resp. H^IÎ(C)/{1,&lt;%J}).
For if N% is complète, connected, of constant sectional curvature, and with

fondamental group of order 2, then N^ is isometric to PJ(R) with h &lt; n 1

or to H£(R&gt;) with h&gt; 1. Those manifolds are isotropic. Theorem 9.3 now
follows from Theorems 7.1 and 9.1.

10. A characterization and completeness criterion for locally

symmetric affine homogeneous spaces

This section provides a tool for the study of incomplète homogeneous spaces.

10.1. An affine manifold is a difiEerentiable manifold with an affine con¬
nection on its tangentbundle. If M is an affine manifold, then A(M) dénotes
the group of ail connection preserving diffeomorphisms of M, and M is affine
homogeneous if A (M is transitive on the points of M. Given x e M, there
is an open neighborhood U of x on which the géodésie symmetry at x is a diffeo-
niorphism; M is locally symmetric if, given x M, U can be chosen such that
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the géodésie symmetry préserves the induced connection on U ; this is équi¬
valent to vanishing of the torsion tensor and parallelism of the curvature
tensor for the affine connection on M. M is symmetric if it is locally sym-
metric and the géodésie symmetries extend to éléments of A (M). If the affine
connection of M is the Levi-Civita connection of a pseudo-RiEMANNian
metric, then M is (locally) symmetric in the affine sensé if and only if it is

(locally) symmetric in the pseudo-RiEMANNian sensé, for an élément of A(M)
or A (17) is an isometry if it is an isometry at some fixed point; on the other
hand, M can be affine homogeneous but not pseudo-RiEMANNian homogeneous.

10. 2. Theorem. Let M be a locally symmetric connectée, affine homogeneous

manifold. Then there is a connectée simply connectée affine symmetric manifold
N, a point y JV, and a closed connected subgroup B c A(N), such that

1. B (y) is an open submanifold of N.
2. M and B(y) hâve the same universal affine covering manifold.
3. M is complète if and only if B(y) N.

10. 3. Corollary. Let M be a compact connected locally symmetric affine
homogeneous manifold. If nx(M) is finite, then M is complète.

For B(y) must be closed in N, as it is a continuous image of the compact
manifold which is the universal covering of M.

10. 4. Corollary. Let M be a connected locally symmetric affine manifold,
and suppose that there is a connected solvable subgroup G c A (M) which is

transitive on M. If the space N of Theorem 10.2 is not contractible, then M
is not complète.

For the proof of Theorem 10.2 will show that B can be chosen to be solvable
when A(Jf has a solvable transitive subgroup. If M is complète, then B(y)

N, so N BjF where F is the isotropy subgroup of B at y. F is closed

in jB, and is connected because 7ix(N) {1} ; it foliows that N has a défor¬
mation retraction onto a torus. As n^N) {1}, this says that JV is contract-
ible. Thus M cannot be complète if N is not contractible.

10.5. Prooîof Theorem. Choose a connected transitive subgroup O c A(M),
close it if it is not closed, let x e M, and let H be the isotropy subgroup of

G at x. The universal covering (S: G&apos; -&gt;O gives an action of the universal

covering group G&apos; on M by g&apos;\m-&gt; fi(gf) (m). A resuit of K. Nomizti ([15],
Th. 17.1) provides a connected simply connected affine symmetric manifold N,
a point y N, open neighborhoods U of x and V of y, and an affine difïeo-
morphism f of U onto F carrying x to y. Let W be an open neighborhood of

1 eG1 such that g&apos;{x) e U for every g&apos; W. Given gf W, now, we hâve

a small open neighborhood lofa; such that X U g&apos; (X) c U ; thus g&apos; in¬

duces an affine équivalence g&quot; of f(X) onto f(g&apos;(X))
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N is complète because one can extend geodesics by the symmetries. As N
is simply connected, and as its affine connection is real analytic ([15], Th. 15.3),
it foliows that g&quot; extends to a unique élément (also denoted g&quot;) of A(N). This

map g1 -&gt; g&quot; gives a homomorphism of G&apos; onto a subgroup L of A(N). L(y)
contains V and thus is an open submanifold of N. Let B be the closure of L in

A(N). B préserves the closed set N L(y) because so does L, and thus

B(y) L(y). The first statement of the Theorem is proved. For Corollary
10.4, one observes that B is solvable if G is solvable.

In the universal covering /? : G&apos; -&gt; let H1 be the identity component of

^(H). P induces a universal covering n\ G&apos;/H&apos; -&gt; M ; pull back the con¬
nection of M so that n is the universal affine covering. Now let oc : G&apos; -&gt; B (y)
be defined by &lt;x(g&apos;) g&quot; (y), oc {H1) y because every vectorfield on U eor-
responding to a 1-parameter subgroup of H vanishes at x. Thus oc induces a

map 0 of Gf/Hf onto B (y), and 0 is a covering. If we take a small ^-admissible

open set in M, Uft to G&apos; jHf and then map by 0, we hâve an affine équivalence,
for everything can be translated back into U and F ; thus 0 is an affine cover¬
ing. The second statement of the Theorem is proved.

The second statement shows that M is complète if and only if B(y) is com¬
plète. As N is complète, M is complète if B(y) N. Now suppose B(y) ^ N ;

we must prove that B (y) is not complète. As B(y) ^ N but B(y) is open
in N, we hâve a boundary point v of B(y) with v B(y). Some géodésie of N

through v must hâve a point in B(y); otherwise v would hâve a géodésie
coordinate neighborhood disjoint from B(y) and thus would not be a boundary
point. Let {vt} be a géodésie of N, v0 v and vx c B(y). vt+e B(y) for |e|

small; thus B(y) contains an arc of {vt}. If B (y) were complète it would con-
tain ail of {vt}. As v B(y), B(y) is not complète. Q. E. D.

10. 6. The following can occasionally be useful in applying Theorem 10. 2.

Theorem. Let N be a complète connected affine homogeneous manifold; let

B c A(N) be a closed connected subgroup with an open orbit B(y); let H be

the isotropy subgroup of the identity component A0(iVr); and let KB, KH and

KA be respective maximal compact subgroups of B, H and A^(N) such that
KB c KA and KH c KA. If KB is not transitive on KA/KH, then B(y)^Ny
and consequently B(y) is not complète.

For we can assume L KH n KB to be maximal compact in H n B.
If KB is not transitive on KA/KH, then an orbit KB\L has lower dimen¬
sion and thus (thèse manifolds are compact) has différent homotopy type.
Then B(y) has différent homotopy type than N, for B(y) B/(B n H)
retracts onto KB\L and N Aq(N)IH retracts onto KJKH. It follows that
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11. A tool for the construction of incomplète manifolds

We will develop tools for the construction of incomplète homogeneous
pseudo-RiEMAKNian manifolds as orbits of groups which préserve the exponen-
tial image of a set obtained from a light cône. The basic idea is illustrated by :

11.1. Theorem. Let U bea nonzero totally isotropic linear subspace of RJ, and

define MJ to be the open set RjJ UL with the induced pseudo-RiEMANNian struc¬

ture. Then M\ is a flat homogeneous incomplète pseudo-RiEMANman manifold.

Remark. There are min. {h,n h} non-isometric manifolds M% above,

corresponding to the possibilities for the dimension of U.

Remark. Given a group H of linear transformations of U which is transitive
on U {0}, define G to be the subgroup of I(RJ) consistingof éléments which

préserve MJJ, whose homogeneous part préserves U, and whose homogeneous part
restricts to an élément of H. We will in fact prove that G is transitive on M^.

Proof. Let jS be a skew basis of RJ with respect to U. This means that we

choose an orthonormal basis {vx,..., vh ; vh+1,..., vn} of RJ such that
(t dim. U ; /i - vi + vn^t+i and et- vt + vn_t+i for 1 &lt; i &lt; t) K,..., ej
is abasisof U, and we define /Hobe the basis {/1? .../&lt;; vt+1,... ,vn_t; el9... 9et}

of RJ. U-1 is spanned by the c^ and the vi in {} ; thus Gn {g c 0^ (n) : g U) Î7}

consists of the éléments g e 0h(n) whose matrix relative to /S has block form

0 9b)

Let H be a subgroup of GL(Î7) which is transitive on U {0}. There is a

monomorphism r-&gt;r&apos; of H onto a subgroup H1 of G given by :

(V-1

0 0\

0/0]
0 0 rj

where r dénotes the matrix of r with respect to {e J. Let G be the subgroup of

I(RJJ) consisting of ail isometries whose homogeneous part lies in H&apos; and

whose translation part is in U-1- ; G préserves JfJ. Given x e Ifjj, x f + v

where v Ux and / is a nonzero élément of the span of the f{ ; choose rr c JET

with r&apos; (fy) / ; G contains the transformation y -&gt; r&apos; (y) + v, and this trans¬
formation sends fx to x. Thus G is transitive on M\. Q. E. D.

Corollary. The connected noncommutative 2-dimensional Lie group admits an

incomplète flat left-invariant Lorentz metric.
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Proof. Suppose n 2 and t h 1 above. Then H consista of nonzero
scalars and G is simply transitive on M\. The diffeomorphism g-^g(fi) of G

onto M\ endows G with an incomplète flat left-in variant Loeentz metric, and the

group of the Corollary is isomorphic to the identity component of G. Q. E. D.

11. 2. In order to apply the idea of Theorem 11. 1 to a manifold which is

symmetric but not flat, one replaces H&apos; by a corresponding subgroup of the

isotropy group at a point, and one replaces translations along U1- by transvec-
tions. It is difficult to see that a group analogous to G will then resuit, and it
is very difficult to see whether the orbits are proper submanifolds. But the

construction of most of our model spaces allows us to replace those considéra¬
tions of Lie algebra by considérations of linear associative algebra while pre-
serving the idea of Theorem 11.1. The associative algebra consists of :

11.3. Theorem. Let Qf be the hermitian for m on F£, define quadrics
S {x*F£:Qp(x, x) 1} and H {xF%:QF(x, x) - 1}, and let U

be a nonzero maximal totally QF-isotropic F-subspace of F%. Let P be any group
of F-linear transformations of U which contains the real scalars and is transitive
on U-{0}, define G {g c Ufc(m, F) : g(U) U and g\VP}, letW be

the group of transformations of F^ which are scalar multiplication by unimodular
éléments of F, and let G1 be the group of H-linear transformations of F% generated
by G and F&apos;. Let oc be a Qp-orthonormal F-basis {%,..., vk ; vM,..., vm}

of W£ which gives a skew F-basis p of F% with respect to U. If 2k &gt; m, then

(?&apos;(%) is a proper open submanifold of H. // 2k &lt; m, then Gr(vm) is a proper
open submanifold of S.

Proof. Let t dim-^ÎJ and / dim.jjF so tf dim.^î/, let p {fl9..., ft;
vt+i &gt; &gt; vm-t » ^i &gt; - &gt;

et} be the skew F-basis of FJ* derived from oc so that
t

e {eli..., et} spans U over F, and let S^~x be the unit sphère {27et-at- :

1

__ *_J
I,aiai:== 1} in U. P acts transitively on S**-1 by p :u-&gt;p(u) {27&amp;,&amp;«}~1/a

i î

where u c S**&quot;1 and p(u) Ze^ ; it follows that a maximal compact subgroup
^cP is already transitive on S**&quot;1, by a check if tf &lt; 2, and because $t&apos;~&quot;1

is simply connected if tf&gt;2. We may now alter e, changing /S and oc in consé¬

quence, so that the F-linear action of K préserves S*&apos;&quot;&quot;1; this change will
not effect the Theorem.

We wish to prove certain orbits G&apos;(v) proper and open in quadrics Q, i.e.,

properly contained in Q and of the same dimension as Q. We may eut G&apos; to a

subgroup in proving G&apos; (v) open, and we may do the same in proving G&apos; (v) ^ Q

because our reason for that inequality (see § 11.5) will dépend only on m, k

the fact that G&apos;(U) U&apos;. Thus we may replace P by its subgroup
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generated by K and the real sealars. This done, the matrix pB of an élément

p e P relative to e satisfies c pe *p~x where O^ccR.
Let g e G. Its matrix relative to /? has block form

(9i
9% 9s\

0 g*

0 0 gê)

and ge is a real scalar multiple of g1 because gB pe for some p P by défin¬

ition of G, (^ ^e&quot;1 because &lt;? XJk (m, F), and &apos;p,&quot;&quot;&quot;1 is a real multiple of pe.

Let (g{)u and (&amp; )«* dénote the u row and the (-&amp; v) élément of g{. Then we hâve
t m-t

+ h) E {ei(g*)u + Uigiki + «&lt;tot)i«} + 27 ^(jr,^
î «+i

- A) -27{«&lt;(ffe)« ~ /i(^i)it ~ et{gz)u} - E v{(g2)u
1 &lt;+l

thus 2vx e± fx tells us that g(vt) vt if and only if
(a) (&lt;72)i (O,...,O)
(b) (gi)1-=(l,O,...,O) (gB)1-(gz)1.

Similarly 2vm_t+1 ex + fx says that g(vm_t+1) vm_t+l if and only if

f

Now (a) coïncides with (a&apos;), and the first equality of both (b) and (b;) imply
(g^x (gr6)x, so (b) is équivalent to (b;). It follows that g(vt) vx if and only
if g(vm_M) vm_t+1. In particular, as vmG(vm_t+1) so that O(vm_t+1)

G(vm) we hâve dim. O(vx) dim. G(vm).
To calculate thèse dimensions we need :

11. 4. Lemma. Retain the notation of Theorem 11.3. // 2k &gt; m, tfAew 6? is

transitive on S. // 2&amp;&lt;m, ^en is transitive on H.

Replacement of Qf by Qf shows the two statements to be équivalent,
so only the first need be proved. Assume 2k &gt; m ; then t m k because

U is maximal totally isotropic, whence the span of {#i+1,..., vm_t_k} is

négative definite under Qp. One now repeats the transitivity argument of

([17], p. 127) replacing EucMDean pairings by F-hermitian pairings and

writing sealars on the right.

11. 6. Combining Lemma 11.4 with dim. £?(%) dim. G(vm), we see that

G(vx) and G&apos;(vx) are open submanifolds of H, and that G(vm) and G&apos;(vm)

are open submanifolds of S. As G and G1 préserve U, we know ([17], Lemma

8.2) that transitivity of G or G1 on S would imply 2k &gt; m, and thus, by

reversai of Qf transitivity of G or G&apos; on H would imply 2 k &lt; m. The Theorem
foUows. Q. E. D.
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11.6. A conjecture. Theorem 11.3 will allow us to deal with ail of the

isotropic manifolds of strictly indefinite metric except P^(Cay) and Hi(Cay).
In those spaces, however, we will see that the normalizer of a Borel subgroup
of the full group of isometries has an open proper orbit. I believe that this is

the case for every symmetric pseudo-RiEMANNian manifold G/H of strictly
indefinite metric and of rank one where G is simple and has the same rank as

H. Unfortunately I hâve been unable to give a gênerai proof of this conjecture,
even for the spaces covered by Theorem 11.3.

11. 7. Theorem. Let B be a Borel subgroup of F* and let P be the nor¬
malizer of B in F*. Then P has a proper open orbit on F*/Spin(9).

Proof. Let G F* acting on Jf Fj/Spin1^). Choose x*M, let H
be the isotropy subgroup of G at x, and choose a maximal compact subgroup
K of G which is normalized by the symmetry s of M at x. We hâve involutive
automorphisms t and a ad (s) of © such that © 5l + fi § + 2ft

where a is -{-1 on £) and is 1 on 501, and where x is -f- 1 on R and is 1 on fi.
Metrize M as Hj (Cay) with the Killing form of © ; let II be an isotropic

light like) Une in Mm SDl, let y be the light like géodésie exp (U) x in

if, and choose y c y within a geodesically convex normal coordinate neigh-
borhood of x. The point y cannot be fixed under exp (fi), for exp (fi) générâtes
G. Thus we hâve an one-dimensional subspace 31 c û such that 9Ic£ §&apos;,

where H&apos; is the isotropy subgroup of G at y.
A exp (%) is maximal among the algebraic tori of G which split over R,

for the RiEMANNian symmetric space GjK is of rank 1 ; thus there is a unipotent
subgroup N c G such that G KAN is an Iwasawa décomposition. We

may replace B by a conjugate, assuming B AN. Now P Z B where Z

is the centralizer of A in G. r(3) 3 because r(?l) 91; thus 3 Q+5R
where £&gt; 3n# and 5R 3nfi. 9t 9tas rank (G/K) 1, and
Q exp(£ï) is compact; P QAN.

Let J P n H&apos;. J is algebraic because P and H&apos; are algebraic; thus
3 S + S + 93 where 93 is a unipotent idéal, S + £ is reductive, S is

semisimple, and (E is the center of S + (£. S exp((3) is a compact subgroup
of H which préserves the géodésie y : compaetness follows because S is a

semisimple subgroup of the compact group Q, and y is preserved because S

fixes both x and y. In proving H^(Cay) to be isotropic, we saw that the

maxima among the compact subgroups of H preserving a nonzero élément of
the light cône of Mm were of type G2. It follows that S is contained in a sub¬

group G2 of H ; in parti cular, dim. S &lt; 14. G + 93 lies in a Borel subalgebra
S&apos;of §&apos;. SB&apos; îs of dimension 8 because 2ï7(maximaleompact) Spin1(9)/Spin(8)
is real hyperbolic 8-space; thus dim. (&lt;£ + 93) &lt; 8. If dim. ((£ + 93) 8,
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then (£ + 33 93&apos;
; it would foliow that (£ + 95 contains the Lie algebra of

an algebraic torus split over R ; 9t being the only such algebra in *P because

Q is compact and 91 is the only such algebra in SB, it would follow that 91 c §&apos; ;

by our choice of 91, this is not the case. Thus dim. ((£ + 95) &lt; 7. This proves
dim. 3 &lt; 21.

^3 Q + 5î direct sum as P QAN. SB is of dimension 16, 16 being
the dimension of H^(Cay) GjK. Q is the centralizer of 91 in K, which is

isomorphicto Spin(7). Thus *JJ has dimension 37. It follows that dim. P(y)
dim. P-dim. J &gt; 16, which proves that P(y) is open in M. On the other

hand if P were transitive on M, then we could retract M onto the orbit of a

maximal compact subgroup K&apos; of P, and it would follow that K! is transitive
on a sphère S8 K/(K n H) ; then K&apos; would hâve to be of type Bà and would
thus be a maximal subgroup of G ; as P is not compact it would follow that
P 0, which is impossible because B is normal in P and G is simple. We

hâve proved that P{y) is a proper open subset of M. Q. E. D.

12. Existence oî incomplète homogeneous spaces

The following shows that the hypothesis of completeness is essential in

Theorems 9.1 and 9.3, in Theorem 12 of [17], and in Theorems 1 and 2 of [19].

12.1. Theorem. Let N% be an isotropic pseudo-MiEMANNian manifold.
Suppose either that JV^ ** °f non-negative involutive sectional curvature with

0 &lt; h &lt; ~ or that N% is of non-positive involutive sectional curvature with

&lt;h&lt;n. Then there is a subgroup G c I(N%) and a point y e JVJJ such that
2

G (y) is a proper open subset of N% ; in the induced pseudo-RiEMANNian structure,
G (y) is an incomplète homogeneous pseudo-BiEMANNian manifold locally iso~

metric to NI.

Bemark. Let M\ be a non-flat manifold G (y) constructed in the proof of

Theorem 12.1. The construction of G and the arguments of ([17], § 10) imply:
If F is a properly discontinuous group of isometries acting freely on M\, and if

M^/r is homogeneous, then F is finite. The signatures of metric involved are

about the same as those involved in the finiteness statement (part 1) of Theorem
6.1. This suggests that Theorem 6.1 (part 1) might be valid without assuming

completeness.

12. 2. Theorem 12.1 is contained in Theorem 11.1 if NI is flat, and is con-
tained in Theorem 11.7 if N% is a Cayley plane. Reversing metrics if necessary,
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we may assume N% to be of non-negative involutive sectional curvature. Now

by Theorem 7.1 we hâve reduced to the case where there is a pseudo-RiEMANN-
ian covering n: jyj-&gt;P;(P) with F R, C or K.

Our hypothesis 0 &lt; h &lt; translates to 0 &lt; 2 s &lt; r.

Recall the quadric S {x eFJ+1: ||#||2 1} where norm is in the her-
mitian form on FJ+1. Let F&apos; be the group of scalar multiplications of FJ+I

by unimodular éléments ofF. As 0&lt;2s&lt;r+l, Theorem 11.3 yields a

subgroup G1 c V8(r + 1, F) and a point b c S such that (H G&apos; F&apos;) H(b)
is a proper open subset of S. The projection /? : S -&gt; S/F&apos; PJ(F) induces a

homomorphism * : #-&gt; #/F&apos; H&quot; c I(PÎ(F)) ; H{b) p*(H&quot;(pb)) be-

cause F&apos; c H. Thus H&quot; ((lb) is a proper open subset of PJ(F).
Choose y c n~x(fib) and lift H&quot; to a group G of isometries of N%; G (y)

7f~1(H&quot;(pb)) and so &lt;?(t/) is a proper open subset of N%, necessarily in¬

complète in the induced metric. Q. E. D.

12.3. The group G&apos; in the proof of Theorem 12.1 was constructed, in

Theorem 11.3, from any subgroup P of the group of ail F-linear transformations
of a maximal totally isotropic subspace U of FJ+1 such that (1) Pis transitive
on U {0} and (2) P contains the real scalars. Often there are several such

groups, but I do not know whether the resulting incomplète homogeneous
spaces are distinct. Condition (1) cannot be avoided, but condition (2) was used

only to ensure that (3) P has a subgroup which satisfies (1) and whose isotropy
subgroup at any u U {0} préserves a subspace of U complementary to uF.
Condition (2) implies that P has no R-bilinear invariant. But if a group P

could be found satisfying (1) and (3), then the resulting group Gr F&apos; would
hâve in its center one of the hyperbolic translation groups ï(+) described in

([1*7]» § 9.2). If this could be shown to act discontinuously on the resulting
orbit Ml g PÏ(F), then Ml/Z( + would be homogeneous. This would be

of interest in comparison to Theorems 6.1, 8.1, 9.1 and 9.3.

The University of California at Berkeley
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